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Young Wild West's GrcasGr Chase
OR, THE OUTLAWS OF THE BORDER
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-The Trouble at the Rear of the
Tombstone Hotel.
Young Wild West and the friend& who traveled
with him in his searches for excitement and adventure throughout the region commonly called
the "Wild West" at the time of which we write,
rode into Tombstone, Arizona, one day, shortly before noon. The young deadshot, as our hero was
familiarly spoken of, always made it a point to
visit Tombstone when down in the &outhern part
of Arizona. He had many friends and acquaintances there, and there was aiways something stirring to be found in the hustling mining camp.
Of course, we are writing of a time when there
was less of law and order prevailing, and there
were fewer railroads than now. Then Tomb&tone
was the Mecca for .all sorts of characters, since
where go}d mining and refining is carried on is
bound to attract the bad element, as well as the
good.
It will not be necessary to go into details as to
a description of Young Wild West and his friends,
since so much has already been told about them
that it would simply be using- space that was not
Suffice it to say, then, that
really required.
those with the dashing- boy hero were his sweetlieart, Arietta Murdock; Cheyenne Charlie. the
scout, and his wife, Anna; Jim Dart, a levelheaded boy of Wyoming and hi& sweetheart,
Eloise Gardner, and two Chinamen, who were
kno,wn as Hop Wah and Wing Wah, they acting
in the capacity of man-of-all-work and cook.
Our hero and his companions always put up at
the one hotel when in Tombstone, and .as they rode
up and came to a halt before it, the proprietor
hurriedly came out, leaving customers in the barroom.
"Hooray!" he sl10uted, waving his hands excitedly. "Here's Young Wild W~st, ther Champion Dead&hot, boys! Corne out an' give him a
rousin' old cheer. His pards an' ther gals is with
~im, an' so is Hop Wah, ther clever Chinee, an'
ther other one. This is what I calls great! Now
then, everybody jine in. Hip, hip, hooray!"
Other voices joined the hotel-keeper in a shout
of welcome, and out came four rather · roughlyowing apdressed men, waving their hats and
parent delight.

"Hold on, Mr. Slocum," the young deadshot
called out, laughingly, as he slipped from the
back of his sorrel stallion, Spitfire. "I reckon
there's no necessity for all tnis cheering. We
happened to get down this way, and I couldn't
miss coming over to stay a day or two at Tombstone. Just take it easy, now."
"That's all right, Wild," and Dan Slocum, the
proprietor of the hotel, ran forward and seized
the boy's hands in a hearty grip.
Then he turned and shook hands with Cheyenne
Charlie and Jim Dart, after which he bowed very
politely to the girls, as Arietta, Anna and Eloise
were lllways called by their companions and acquaintances. .
"Whatte mattee, Misler Slocum?" Hop Wah,
one of the Chinamen, asked, as he leaned over and
held out his hand when he saw the man coming
toward him.
"There ain't nothin' the matter, Hop," was the
reply. "You're the whitest Chinee that ever lived,
an' I jest want to shake hands with yer. I ain't
forgot what a smart Chinee yer are either an'
I've often wished you would come aro~nd to ~ake
a little fun for u&. Kin you do any more new
magic tricks?"
"Lat allee light, Misler Slocum. Me vel!y
smartee Chinee. Makee velly rnuchee magic tlick
pletty soonee." •
"Well, Wild," and the proprietor again turned
to the young- deadshot, "the heathens kin take the
horses around or you kin go around with 'em
yourself. Let ·the gals come right in the parlor.
I ain't made up my mind jest how I'm goin' to
fix things, 'cause I've got a putty full house je&t
now. But you kin bet your life that somebody
will have to get out to make room for Young Wild
West an' his friends."
"Nothing of the sort, Mr. Slocum," the boy answered, quickly. "If you can't very well accommodate us there's plenty of room on the property
you own for -Us to pitch our camp. We are used
to that sort of thing, and it would really make no
difference."
"Keep &till, now," and Slocum shook his hand
and head at the same time. "You're goin' to stop
right here jest as long as you want to, an' y• u're
i?oin' to have the best r9om::; in the house, toa.
That settles it. Don't say .another word."
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"Well, have your own way about it," was the looked it over he began shaking his head. Then
laughing reply.
he rubbed the coin between his palms and then
By this time the proprietor's wife had appeared, handed it back, :,aying:
and i;,he at once r an out to greet the girls, for she
"Me vt>lly solly, Simon .· Lat dollee no good.
knew them quite well. After Wild and his part- Allee samee counterfeit."
ners had spoken a few w01·ds to the mistress of
The hostler opened wide his eyes. He had not:,
the house the girls went on inside, and they led noticed it before, but hi s eyes told him plainly
the horses around to the big shed at the rear of now that it was nothing more than a piece of lead
the hotel, which was really quite a comfortable he was holding in hi s hand.
and large-i;,ized structure. They were met . by a
"Misle t· Wild allee samee play lillee jokee, so
lazy-looking inc!ivirlual whose ratMr dirty face bf'," Hop went on to say. "Me no thlinkee he do
was almost hic!den by the b!'oad gl'in that had lat."
come on it, so to s peak.
Simon lookt'<l tlfrgust ed at first, but presently
He recogni zed the newcomel's all r ight, th ere he brightened up, and, shaking his finger at the
was no doubt about that.
Chinaman, exrl;iime,d:
" There's Simon, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie s poke
"I know all about it. Thi s a in't the dollar
up, laug hing ly. "He seems to be mighty glad to Young Wild West g ive me."
see us. I shouldn't think he would like to see Hop
"Me bettee you anothe r dollee la t um dollee
very well, though. Th e heathen sa rtinly did make allee light," Hop retorted, quickly.
it lively for him the la st time we was here."
"I can't bet yer, 'cau se I ain 't got no other
"Such fellow s as Simon a1·e usually forget dollar. I've only got about forty-five cents to my
things of that kind, Charlie," the young deadshot name outsid e of thi s chunk of lead. But Young
answered. "Even if Hop did make him the butt Wild West didn't give me this. When you took
of a practical joke, he has long since forgotten it, the dollar he give me to look at, you changed it,
ai;, far a s holding any 'animosity is concerned."
an' you give me thi s in stead. Th a t's all right, "How a r e yer, gents?" the hostler, for such Hop. I know you 're a magician. You're full of
Simon happened to be, called out. "Thought you sleight-of-hand business. Now jest give me the
would git down in this rip-snortin' old place agin, dollar an' take back this old thing . I don't want
eh? Well, there ain't much goin' on here that it."
would satisfy you folks, but there's loti;, goin' on
"Me go tellee Mi ler Wild pletty soonee," Wing
along the borde1· jest about now."
~poke up, for he knew very well that his brother
"What's that, Simon?" and Young Wild West had played a trick on the innocent hostler.
was all attention instantly.
"Shuttee uppee!" commanded Hop. "You tellee
"Ain't yer heard about the trouble along the Misler Wild and me allee samee lickee you. Me
border?" ·
smackee you in um face velly muchee quickee."
"We haven't heard anything lately. But there's
"You smackee me, me smackee you."
always more or less trouble to be found down
"Don't have no fight about it," Simon spoke up,
as
if he feared there might be a lot of damage
ther_e, I suppose."
,
"Yes, that's right. But they say there'i;, a gang done should the two come together. We'll settle
of outlaws what's raisin' ructions both with it jest as . oon a s we've took care of the horse.
Americans an' Mexicans. They're cleanin' up If you lend me a dollar to bet with him I'll give it
everything they come to, an' from what I heard back jest a s soon as I've won the bet. He wants
a feller say last night, they must have stole as to bet me that thi s here dollar i_s a good one."
much a s a million dollars by this time."
Win~ stepped over and took the counterfeit
"Outlaws, eh? What do you think about that, coin from him. He looked at hi brother 5neeringWild?" and the scout turned to the young dead- ly, and then deliberately hurled the round piece
of lead off into some sickly-looking bu shes growshot almost eage1·ly.
"I reckon we'll have to go down there and look ing a hort distance from the horse-shed.
"Whattee mattee?" cried Hop, angrily. "You..,
them up, Charlie," was the reply.
"Good! Jest what I thought you would say. chuckee away, so be. Takee lat."
Then he actually aimed a blow at Wing's head,
All right. There ain't no use of talkin' to Simon
about it. We'll ask the boss when we git in the which, if it had landed, might haveJeft its mark.
But Wing was evidently looking for such an achotel."
They were not long in putting the horses away, tion, for he :,tepped back in time to escape being
and when Young Wild West tossed Simon a silver hit, and Hop, catching his toe upon a stone, fell
. dollar for a tip the hostler was so delighted that sprawling upon the ground. Simon knew very
he could hardly express himself. Wild, Charlie well that hostilities would l>egin for fair now, so
and Jim at once left the shed and proceeded to the he decided to go and call Young Wild West. He
house, leaving the two Chinamen with the hostler. made a bee-line for the rear of the hotel, and,
"You likee lat dollee, Simon?" Hop asked, as rushing in, found Wild, Charlie and Jim talking
he smiled blandly at the man who was still ex- with the proprietor and three or four others.
"You had better come out, Young Wild West,"
amining the coin.
"Who wouldn't like to git a dollar given to him, he called out, excitedly. "The two heathens is
I'd like to know?" came the quick reply. "Dan tryin' to kill each other.''
Charlie, go out and attend to them," the young
Slocum don't pay me much for stayin' around
here to do the work, so tips come in mighty deadshot retorted, coolly, and with a nod of satii;,faction the scout at once left the party, and,
handy."
·
leaping past the hostler, ran out of the l>uilding.
"Lettee me see um dollee, Simon."
As he lo keel in the direction of the shed he saw
The hostler regarded him with suspicion, but
let him take the coin for examination. As Hop two form. rolling about upon the ground. A
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broad grim came over his tanned and weatherbeaten face, for he recognized them instaptly as
Hop and Wing.
"They'll kill each other, Cheyenne," Simon
poke up. "They've both go( guns an' knives,
ain't they?"
"Yes, they've got guns an' knives, all right,
but don't you think that they'll use 'em. They'll
- do a little scratchin' an' bitin' an' kickin', that's
a.U. It won't hurt 'em much if they git clawed up·
a little. Why didn't you stop 'em instead of
comin' in to tell us about it?"
·.
"I didn't want to interfere."
"Oh, you was afraid they might turn on yer an'
give you a good wallopin', is that it?"
"No, it wasn't that. I reckon I could lick any
two Chinamen what ever lived," and Simon drew
himself up rather proudly.
"You couldn't lick molasses from the outside of
a jug," Charlie retorted, and then he came to a
stop near the struggling Chinamen.
One or both of"them must have heard hi s voice,
for they released their holds upon each other al.. most in stantly, and sat upon the ground.
"Whattee matte4;!?" Hop ask~, as he saw the
scout standing near him, a b:road grin on his face.
"What are you askin' me that for, heathen?
·
·
What's the matter with you?"
"My blather wantee lickee me."
"Hop wantee lickee me," spoke up Wing, as ,
he got upon hi s feet. "He allee samee thief.
Stealee dollee flom lat man."
"He didn ii steal it," corrected Simon, as if he
was anxious to settle it in the easiest way pos·
sible.
"He didn't steal it, eh?" Charlie asked, lookin~
-at ,h'im sharply. "Has he got a dollar that be,
·
longs to you?"
"Yes, you seen Young Wild West give me a
dollar jest as he was goin' away, d.i dn'.er?"
"I sartinly did."
"Hop takee um dollee and givee Simon um lead
dollee," declared Wing, who wa!o_ evidently bent
upon having his brother punished if it was any
way possible.
"He did, eh? • Whe1·e's the lead dollar? I'll
soon fix it if I git hold of it."
"My fool blather allee samee chuckee um lead
~ollee away," Hop declared, as he got upon his
..
feet and glared at Wing.
"Good!" exclaimed the' scout. "Now then, you
give the hostler back the dollar, an' jest fetch out
another dollar of your own money when you ffo
it, do you understand?"
"Me undelstandee, Misler Charlie. Me vel.ly
smartee Chinee," and Hop brushed the blood that
had poured from a little scratch upon his face
away, and then dove into one of his pockets and
produced two siiver dollars.
"Lis Simon's dollee, Misler Charlie," he said,
as he flipped the coin to the scout.
'
"An' the other is your dollar, ain't it?"
"Lat light, Misler Charlie."
"Well, -chuck that here, too. I reckon Simon
I
~ goin' to have an extra dollar for the trick you
played on him."
"Allee light, Misler Charlie. Simon velly nicee
Melican man. Me likee-him velly -muchee. Me
go"ttee. plenty money, so '. me ' no ca1'e."
"Hop," the ho$tler. asked, his eyes opening, wide,
"do you want me to keep this dollar from you?"
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"Sartin he does," Charlie spoke up.
"Lat light, you keepee."
Wing turned away, showing that he was satisfied with the way things had resulted.
"S-0me timee Hop g-ittee stuffee kickee outtee,
so be, )1e said , in a voice that was audible to all
hands,
"You no do lat, my fool blother," Hop cried,
bristling- u.p instantly.
",Do you two heathens want to figbt?" Charlie
demanded. "If you do I'll make you go at it an'
stick ::i,t it till one of yer can't move. Now then,
what are you goin' to do, fight· or quit?"
"Quittee," came from both, as if in one voice.
"Make 'em fight," somebody called out from
behind them, and, turning, Cheyenne Charlie saw
a man, who was full six feet in height and built
in proportion, striding tQ the spot.
He wore a Mexican sombrero and a red and
white cotton shirt, and the belt about his waist
fairly bristled with guns and knives.
"What's that you said, strang·er?" Charlie said.
for he did not like the( interruption. .
1 "I said make 'em fig-ht. I jest happened to
come along-, ~n• l seen an' heard somethin' of
what was g-oin' on here. You asked the two
heathens if they wanted to fight or quit, didn't
yer'>"
."Yes, that's ·J st what I asked 'em. They said
_
quit, so that settles it."
"Well, I say it's fight, then," and the stranger
promptly pul1ed a gun.
"It is, eh?" the scout cried, at once losing his
temper, 'a nd as Quick as a flash he had drawn a
revolver.
Then the two men stood glaring at each other,
while the hostler and the two Chinamen got back
out of tlie way.
CHAPTER 11.-Silver Dan, the "Bad" Man.
Young Wild West did , not feel it worth while
to ito out and interfere with the two Chinamen.
He knew that Cheyenne Charlie -rather liked
that sort of thing, so he left it to him to settle
·
the dispute between the two.
As soon as he entered the bar-room of the
hotel with his two partners the . young deadshot
spoke to Slocum, the proprietor, about the outlaws of the border. Slocum promptly informed
the three that there was really a lot of trouble
down that way, and he was c-0rrol)orated what
the hostler hid said, even· going as far as to say
that some thought the outlaw gang had stolen
money to the amount of a million dollars.
But this did not seem at all probable, much
•
·
less possible.
How·e ver, our three friends took it for granted
that it must be a pretty bad gang. After Charlie
took his departure they went on talking- about
it, and when Wild assured 't he proprietor that
he certainly meant to ta~e ;i ride southward and
hunt up the outlaws, his words were received
·
with a nod , of satisfaction. i
•"I knowed it!" Slocum exclaime,d, turning to
those who had been listening to the conversation and putting- in a word now and then. "I
thought about' it when I first rode urr.but l 'foritot it when I got to talkin' to yer. You're jest
the one to go after 'em, Wild. I reckon you'll

-J
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p:it Biack Pedro, all right. Black Pedro is the longer, Wild. If you had I would have got the
lead~ of the gang, you know. He's one of the · galoot." ·
worst greasers that's to be found anywhere in
Wild turned arid looked sharply at Silver Dan,
as he was called.
·
·
this section."
"You have no idea as to how many there are
"See he.re, Silver Dan," he sai(l., persuasively...,;,-of them, have you, Mr. Slocum?" Wild asked.
"! heard a man say less than two minutes ae:o
"No, I ain't got the least idea. 'But rve heard that you were a pretty good fellow when you
say there must -be thirty of forty of 'em."
w.e re sober. When you have been drinkin_g- you're
''A rather big gang, I should say, eh, Jim?"
a little reckless and want to fight. Now then,
"Rather," Dart answered, smilingly. "But that you take my advice and calm yourself. My pa.rd
don't make any difference, Wild. The thine: is has .iust told me all about it, and I believe him."
to find· where tlfey have their· headquarters. The
"H\fh!" exclaimed the bi1!' man sneerin_g-ly.
__;Jest 'cause I wanted to see two heathens have
rest will be quite easy."
,a · little fi_g-ht don't say that I was lookin' for
"You have g'ot that just right."
Just then a horseman rode up to the hotel, arid trouble, does it?"
.
"Perhaps you don't think you were J:ookin_g- for all hands looked outside.
"That's Silver Dan," the , boss explained. "l trouble, but you had no right to interfere."
"I got a ri_g-ht to do jest as I like."
reckon he wasn't around here when you was here
"Yes, you may have the '.right, if you want to
last. I wonder where he's goin'? I thought he
was comin' in. I hope he ain't beeI). drinkin' think that way. But it don't always pay."
"It don't, eh?"
r
too much, _ '.cause he's mighty ugly when he's
"I happen to know that it does not.''
· that way. But when he's sober you couldn't find
"Wild," the scout called out, almost pleadingly,
a better man in all creation."
The man he was talkinir about walked pai,t "let me have it out with him, won't yer? I know r<'
the window at the end of the .building just then, blamed well he ~n't Quick enough with a _g-un.
to git me, an' all's I'll do is to wing him. If I
and he seemed to be in a' hurry.
"What's he goin' out there for an' leavin his can't put a bullet through his arm afore he di,.aws
horse in the front?" the propr· tor went on, as a bead on me, I'll never take another chaw of
he stepped over to the window and looked out- tobacco."
What's he callin' yer-Wild ?" Silver Dan
side. "Hello!" he exclaimed, quickly. - "It looks
ai:; though he's goin' to make ti;oub]e for old asked, showing- no little surprise as he turned
ag-ain and looked keenly at the young deadshot.
Cheyenne, Wild."
"I believe that's what l;le called lie. Is there
"Is that so?" the young deadshot answered, anything
·tqat's wild-looking- about me?"
as he stepped over to the window and to.ok a
"He didn't call it to- you for that. I know," and
look outside.
the man
to talk in a different sort -of voice.
It happened that they were just in time to see "What's began
your name, anyhow, kid?"·
·
Silver Dan, as he was called, pull a gun and
"Young Wild West is my ·name. How does that
confront the scout. Wild waited long enough to strike you?"
see Charlie get ready for him, and then he turned
"Jum"IUIP' cats'. So you're the boy
heard so
and ..ran swiftly toward the rear door, Jim fol- much ab'ffilt, are ver? You're Young-I've
Wild West,
lowing him. Neither Wild nor :Tim were going the Champion Deadshot."
out because they , thought the scout would not
"Young Wild West is all the name I've ever
be abte to take care of himself. But -they feared known."
he may do -something hastily when it could just
"Then this man I've been arguin' with must
as well be avoided.
be Ghevenne Charline."
•
"Hello, there!" Wild called out, as he ran to
"You ha,ve that rig-ht, Silver Dan."
the spot. "What's going on here, anyhow?"
"An' the other boy is Jack Dart or somethin'
The big stranger who had interfered with the like that."
scout's business turned quickly, and when he saw
"J.im Dart is hi s name."
the young deadshot and Jim coming, he promptly
"Oh, yes. I've heard of both your pards."
-put away his gun.
·
Then he slowly turned ancJ looked at the two
"That's the way it is, eh?"_he said, sneeringly, Oninamen w,ho were standing- near the hostler.
a s he nodded to the scout. "Somebody had. to
"Which of them heathens is the one they call
come out to help yer, did they? You was loo kin' the clever Chinee ? "
for fight, an' I was willin' to give it to yer,
"Me namee Hop Wah; comee flom China;" Hop
but don't think that I'm fool enough to start an swered, Quickly, steppinf!: forward and makin_gsliootin' agin three."
a bow.
"What's the matter, anyhow, Charlie?" Wild
"Well, by jingo! I reckon I must have _g-ot on
asked, as h·e came to a stop within a few feet the wrong trail. When I rode up an' seen some-0f them.
·
thin' that made me think there was goin' to be
"That big coyote · came up here an' wanted to
somEi fun here, I changed my mind about goin'
clean us all out, I reckon," was the reply. "The into the hotel an' co;ne right on up here. But
>two Chinamen had a little row. as you heard the I didn't ·know the two Chinamen b!ilonged to
·
hostler say. I come out here to straighten things Yonng- Wild West."
"They don't belong- to me, Silver Dan.' . the
' out, but when they kept on jawin' away at eaoh
other, I asked 'em which they was· g-oin' to do, young deadshot answered, with a laugh. "They
fight or quit. They said they was goili' to quit, simply travel with our pa,rty, and they're -paid
·
an' then }re comes up an' says they ain't g-oin' by the month.''
"Well, that's jest the same thing. I didn't mean
to quit. He pulls out a gun, an' I pulls out mine.
I wish you bad stayed away jest about a r_ninute to say that they was slaves an' that. you had
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boui?ht 'em, body and soul. Chinamen for the
most part ain't no l!OOd. But I've heard Slocum
an' some others tell a whole lot about the one
what s'posed to be so clever. He kin do things
,
at ain't possible, can't he?"
"I don't know about that. I never yet heard
of any one who could do things that were not
possible."
"Well, it don't look as though they're possible,
·
then."
"That's right. But are yon satisfied . now that
you made a mistake in interferinl?' with the two
Chinamen?"
"Sartin I am. I'll shake hands with Cheyenne
Charlie right now if he's willin'."
"Charlie is willing all right."
Probably the scout was not really willing, but
what Wild said was auite enoul?'h to make him
accept the proffered hand, and the two shook.
"We're goin' to be friends, ain't we? " Silver
Dan insisted, befor he let f!0 the hand.
"I reckon so," was the reply.
"All right, then. I've jest been itchin' to Know
you fellers. I sorter think you're jest about the
ones I want to see right now. Heard about the
reward that's offered for Black Pedro, the leader
of the greaser outlaws!"
"We never heard about any reward yet, thou11:h
Slocum was just telling us about the outlaws · who
were makini so much trouble alonl?' the border,"
Wild answered.
"W~ll. there's A reward offered, all rirtht. I've
11:ot it straight. I've rtot two posters in my pocket
right now, an' I'll show 'em to yer. But come
on in an' let's have a drink while I'm doin' it."
.Wild turned and, nodding to Silver Dan, started
back for the bar-room of the hotel. Dan Slocum
was 1ookinir out of the window, and when he saw
them coming-, he shouted:
"That's the way to fix thinl!S, There ain't nothin' like bein' friends. Silver Dan is a mig-hty
11:ood feller, an' everybody knows that Younl?'
- Wild West an' his parq.s can't be beat. "Hooray!"
They all came in by the back way, Silver Dan
•
being in a very good humor now.
"Give us a drink, Slake!" he called out. "Let
Young Wild West an' his pards try some of that
stuff you call brandy that you're charg-ing- a dol- ·lar a drink for. I ain't runnin' over with ducats,
but I reckon I've f!0t enoug-h to pay the bill. If
I ain't, I know putty well that you'll trust me,
'cause there ain't a man livin' a s kin say that I
ever cheated you out of a five-cent piece."
"All right, Dan. You kin have jest what you
want, an' it don't make no difference whether
you have got the money or not. But you're mak• in' a little mistake when vour invitin' Young- Wild
West to take brandy. He don't drink anything
that's got alcohol in it, an' Jim Dart don't, either.
Maybe Cheyenne might take a little of the
brand y, though." .
"I reckon not," Charlie spoke up, for he still
felt a little sore against the birt man. "If Wild
kes a cigar, which I'm putty sartin he will, I'll
do the same. It's too near dinner-time for me to
let anything in the way of buir-juice or tan11:lefoot run down my throat."
"That's funny," and Silver Dan folded his arms
across his massive chest and showed rtenuine
8Urprise as he looked at the three. "Don't want
to take brandy at a dollar a drink when a man's
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offerin' to pay for if, an' feE!ls mighty 11:lad to
have the chance of doin' it."
"Didn't yer hear what Slocum said?" Charlie
asked, rather sharply.
"Yes, he said as how Young- Wild West an'
Jim Dart don't drink nothin' strong-. But that
ain't you. I reckon you're a little mad at me vet.
What kin I do to take the feelin' out of yer?"
"I'll tell yer what you kin do," Charlie said,
hotly. "You was mighty anxious to shoot me a
little while ago, an' I was .iest about as anxious
to shoot you. But we'll drop that entirely. You're
bigger an' heavier than I am, an' maybe you
know how to wrastle."
"Know how to wrastle! Why, Cheyenne, I am
sure you wouldn't stand no show with me in a
little wrastlin' match. I've 2ot the name of bein'
the best wrastlei; from here to San Antonio, an'
that's a blamed long- distance."
"You have, eh? Well, I don't know as I've
got the name of bein' much of a wrastler. but
if I ca 't put you on your back on this floor, I'll
· be will in' to buy you a whole bottle of brandy
and help you drink it."
"Huh! Sort of a ring-tailed roarer, ain't yer?"
Wild was watching both of them closely. ·
He saw that of the two the scout was the only
one who was angry.
The younl?' deadshot knew perfectly well that
there were few men who could defeat Charlie
in a wrestlinl?' matc:h. He decided to let them
go ahead and have it out, for he knew that whatever the outcome was. they would surely be fast
- friends. At that moment Hop Wah came in, steppinl?' as lightly as if he was treadinl?' upon eggs.
"Whatee mattee, Misler Wild?"
"Just in time, Hop," the young deadshot. called
out, with a laugh. "Charlie and Silver Dan are
going to do a little wrestling-. I want you to be
the referee."
CHAPTER III.-Cheyenne Charlie and Silver
Dan Become Fast Friends.
Younl?' Wild West was quite satisfied to let
Cheyenne Charlie and Silver Dan iro ahead and
wrestle. Cheyenne Charlie auickly removed his
revolvers from the holsters and then handed them
with his hunting-knife to Jim Dart. Silver Dan
nodded when he saw him do this, and promptly
followed his example. Charlie then tossed his hat
upon· a table in a corner of the room and spat
upon his hands. Off went Silver Dan's hat. anti
he did exactly as the scout had done. Hop stepped up between the two men, and holding up his
forefinger, exclaimed:
"Gittee !eddy!"
But they were ready, there was no mistake
~
about that.
"When me countee thlee you startee in," the
clever Chinaman went on. Then he called out :
"One!"
Both men braced themselves and leaned forward slightly.
"Two!"
They were ready to spring forward and struggle for the supremacy.
"Thlee!" .
The word had scarcely ·left the Chinaman·'s
lips when Cheyenne Charlie .and Silver Dan came
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together. Then for , the next half minute there
· was a lively time in the' bar-room of the hotel.
Both had succeeded in getting a pretty good
hold, but managed to keep on their feet in spite
of' all efforts. Charlie had certainly met his
•match, and he seemed to realize it, but, still
angry, he was _g·0in.e: to tlh-ow hjs opponent or
know the reason why. Around the room · they
went, and suddenly Charlie slipped and fell upon
his knees. In an effort to put him down so his
shoulders would touch the floor, Silver Dan put
on a little too much exertion, and the result was
that he went over the scout and was down.
But it was only for an instant, and then
Charlie, who had changed his hold, got a hold
upon his body and sent the big man over his
head. But Silver Dan landed on ~is hands and
knees and was up bef_Qre the scout could profit
b:v the· advantage. Both got up and stood looking at each other, now warily. It was evident
that they had sized , up what they had to contend with pretty well, and they were not .e:·oing
to run too much of a risk. They kept stepping
about, lookin,r for an opening, until Wild and
Jim began to weary of· it.
"Get into it and have it out," the young dead-·
sbot called out, suddenly. "One or the other has
J?'Ot to win."
"The ~i_g- coyote will never chuck me. Wild,"
camo the scout's reply, thou_g-h he never once
took his eyes from the man he was pitted against.
Silver Dan made a rush; but Charlie managed
to avoid Iettin.e:· him get a good hold. Then they
went about as before, neither having any advantage. It was while this was _g·oing on that the
dinner-bell rang.
"I reckon that will be about all for the pTesent
time," Young Wild West shouted above the voices
of the applauding spectators. "Hop, you had
better- call the wrestline- match a draw."
.
"Allee light, Misler Wild. Me say dlaw. Jen."
Charlie and Silver Dan heard this, and they
instantly relaxed their holds.
"Shake hands, boys;' Wild saw. as he stepped
up. "I reckon you two are pretty well matched."
Silver Dan held out his hand, and for the
second time that clay Charlie accepted it. But
this time he gave it a .different grr,:l from that
which he had given before. He knew that Silver
Dan was just as good as he was, as far as
wrestling was concerned, and that fact seemed to
make him have a higher ownion of the man.
"It's all rig·ht," he said. "You're a gooc.l one,
pare!. I :reckon· there ain't a man in Tombstone
what ki\1 chuck either one of us."
"Nor a boy, either, eh, Charlie?" Wild spok~
up, laughingly.
"Oh, yes, there is. You could do it. an' you
know it, Wild."
"What's that?" Silver Dan cried, looking- at
the young cleaclshot sharply. "Kin you chuck
Cheyenne Charlie?"
,r ,
"Of course he kin," the scout spoke up. Hes
clone it lots of times when we've been practicin'
a little. He could pick you up an' stand you on
your head, or chuck 1 you out of the window before you knew it."
"Well, if he could do it to you, I s'pose he
could do it to me, so I won't say any more. I
reckon we had better let this go. Let's all have
somethin' to drink."

Charlie lingered with him at the bar, but Wild
and Jim went on to the dining-room of the hotel,
where thev met the .e:·irls, who were waitin.e: for
them rather anxiously.
"What was going on out there, Wild?" Ari- ' ,,.
ett.;:,. asked, as the boy took h.is seat at the table
beside her.
"Oh, nothing but a little wrestlin_g- match,
that's all."
"Who were wrestling, Wild?" Arietta went on.
"Oh, Charlie ..and a bi_g- fellow called Silver
Dan were having a little fun, that's all."
"Who won the match?"
"Nobody. It was a draw."
"Oh!" the scout's wife exclaimed, lookinl? surprised. "Maybe that will take a little of the
conceit from Charlie."
They> were half through with the meal when
Cheyenne Charlie came in, his hair neat! v combed, but f1is face still flushed from the excitement
and the exertion he hatl been forced to.
"Well, are you satisfied now ?1' Anna asked,
smiting at him in a tantalizing way. ·"I've often
heard you say that y.ou were the boss wrestler,
and that there was' no one living outside of Wild
who could put you clown."
"Well, g:al. I'm sorter of that same opinion
yet," the scout answered. 1rrinning in a rather
sheepish way. "The feller I was wrastlin' with
didn't put me down, but I'll admit that he was
jest about as good as I am."
"It's all right, Charlie." the young- cleadshot
spoke up. "Silver Dan is a mi.e:·hty g:ood fellow,
I'm sure. He's big and stron_g- and that .makes
up for wliat he lacks in cleverness. You have
th clevernes·s, but you couldn't quite overcome
so much bulk in weight."
"Oh, I'm satisfied to let it go as it rs. Wild."
"I'm glad to hear you say that. There's no
use in iretting· angry because you couldn't throw
the man."
'
"I was a little mad afore we started in. but
afore I got throu.e:·h I was mighty cool. 'cause
I had all I couhl do to keep from goin' clown
an' stayin~ there till both shoulders touched the
floor. But me an' Silver Dan is friends now. an
I've told him that most likely you would let
him g·o with us to look up them outlaws what's
doin' business along the border."
--...
"Outlaws along- the border!" Arietta spoke up.
"Tell me about them, Wild.~
_
The youn_g- dead shot related all they had heard
about the trouble alon_g- the line between Arizona and Mexico. and the girls, especjal}y Arietta, were greatly interested.
"You are going down there to hunt them up,
are you?" she asked, when he had concluded.
"I suppose we'll have to. Et, It wouldn't do
for us to P'O away from here without makin_g- a
trip a few miles further. especially when there's
bound to be lots of excitement t.o come from it."
"Of course,not."
"Charlie, I believe Silver Dan said there were
two rewards offered for Black Pedro, as the out- _
law leader is called."
,
"Yes, he said somethin' about that, but I believe he must have forgot it. We'll find out 1:mtty
soon. He's comin' in to git his dinner, but he
seems sorter bashf_ul al).' said he was goin' to
wait till the gals got throu.e:·h. I left him out
there washin' himself."
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"It was bU:t natural that the g-irls should want big man got outside that he realized the scout's
to see the man Cheyenne Charlie had failed to intention.
best in a wrestling match.
It seemed that he was a rather bashful felBut he did not come in. so they finally arose low, and the moment he .set eyes on the girls he
from the table and went to another room. Then started to go back into the · house. But Charlie
it- was not long- before Silver Dan appeared.
was too quick for him. and, pulling him out upon
Jle joined the scout, who had not finished vet, the porch, he called C'Ut:
and the two chatted just as if they had been _ "Here's Silver Dan. He's white from the crown ·
fast friends for a long time. Charlie asked him of his head to the soles of his feet. He's the
about the rewards that were offered for the cap- man what I couldn't beat wrastlin'; but since
ture of the outlaws, and he was promptly shown he couldn't beat me, either, it's all right." •
a poster that bad the name of the sheriff o-f'._
Anna at once came forward and shook hands
Cochise County attached to it.
with Silver Dan, and then Arietta anc1 Eloise
The reward ·was only five hundred dollars, but followed her example. The result was that in a
as Silver Dan said, that was quite a little sum few minutes he was more at his ease, and talked
for a man t g-et hold of in a heap.
.
away quite willingly.
•
"There's another reward offered by the Mex1When the subject of the; outlaws of the border
cans," he went 01) to say. "Jt amounts to some- was broug-ht up, l1e became very talkative, indeed,
thin' like three or four hundred dollars. so them and he related all he knew about it. ·
what' lucky enoug-h to nab BLack Pedro will git
Then he showed them all the notice and reward
a neat little pile."
.
that had been posted bv the sJ.ieriff, and then
"Yes, that's right," the scout admitted. "But about the reward from the Mexican offi-cials.
\Vild never cares much about rewards. It hapHaving done this, he whispered something- in
pens that he an' the rest of us draw more money the scoufs ear, and after idvinir him an assurfrom our interests in mines than we kin spend, ing nod, Charlie turned to our hero and said:
so when we i?it after a gang of outlaws it ain't
"Wild, how about it? Kin Silver Dan go with
for what money we're goin' to irit out of it, but us down to the Mexican border?"
the glory an' the excitement of it."
. "I am sure have no objections," was the re"lt must be mighty funny to have more money ply.
.
than you can spend ," declared the big man, shak"All right!" the big man exclaimed, joyfully.
ing- his head. "I never was that way, an' I'm "I want to help yer win them rewards what's
blamed sure I never will be. How does it feel, offered."
anyhow?"
•
"You can help us, Dan," the young deadshot
"I can't say a s I've ever thought of iest what answered, smilinir]y, "and if we happen to be
the· feelir,t' was," the scout answered, as if he lucky enough to catch Black Pedro· and break up
was really trying to think of something· better the outlaw gang _you shall have the entire amount
to reply. "But," he went on. "I happened to be that is to be paid in the way ;of reward."
with Young Wild West when he struck it rich
"I don't want it all. That wouldn't be right.
up in the Black Hills. He wasn't more than Ano1)her thing, it ain't likely my services would
sixteen .years old at the time. an' we all made amount to much. There won't be no wrastl:jn'
money so fast that it wasn't no time afore we done, that's sartin."
could call ourselves rich. But things went down
Then he laughed at his own joke, and the rest
after that in the Black Hills. an' then we struck joined in.
_
out through different parts of the West an' hit
It was not more than thirty.miles in a straig-ht"
it up here an' there good an' bad. Bv the time line to the South to the border but accordinir to
we irot through with the minin' business we had the information Silver Dan had 'received the outenoug-h '}aying- around in banks in the different laws we1·e plyinir their trade a little to the West,
~ties an' towns to last us fo1·ever, an' th~re's and he figured that if they sLn:1ed the first thing
more comin' right along- from some of the mmes. the next morning- they would get right upon the
Others went up, an' a whole lot was lost. of scene.
'
course: _But I reckon
we don't ~other wi th any
"I did intend to remain here a couple of days
more mvestments we 11 ~ave tw!ce as mu,ch as and take it easy, but since there's excitement and
we ve g-ot now from the interest m fifty years or adventure ahead of us, we;ll strike out the fii,st
so.".
• ,
•
• ,
•
thing- in the morning," Wild declared.
Fify ye~rs or so.1 Y.,?,u amt _expectm to hve
"An' you'll leave the gals an' the two Chinaall that time, are yer. and Silver Dan l(?oked men here till you git baclc, I s'pose ?" Dan oblaughingly at the scout..
,
served .
. "I don't kn?w. I'd only be somewh~re •around
"Yes, I suppose that would br the best tbing-,
e1~hty. Tb,ei::e s old Sam ~urd?ck up m West?n; since we are not going- so very far away."
hes close -? t~at now. an .. he _s got an eye like
"Me no wan tee stay here, Misler Wild.".
~ ·hawk, , .,· km dance a Jll!' Jest as well ·a s he
The voice came from the corner of the buildco~ld when he was twenty-five."
,
ing, and as they looked in that direction they saw
Yes, I suppose so. I know lots of. men "".hats Hop Wah appear around the corner and look at
old as that, too. But fifty years 1s a mighty them smilingly.
lonl?" time to look ahead."
"The heathen has been listenin'!" exclaimed
The scout admitted that it was. and then when the · scout. "I reckon · he's gittin' altoirether · too
Silver Dan had finished eatinl? they both left the fresn." ,.
.
table and went out on the wide porch t the side
"Never mind. Charlje," the young- deadshot
of the hotel. Charlie led the wav there without spoke up. "I'm sure we haven't been talkinl!!'.
telling- his .companion that he meant to intro• about anything- that we would be afraid to let
cluce him to the girls, and it was not until the any one hear. If Hop wants to go with us to-
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morrow morninir he can .v:o, for it may be that
we'll find him useful."
Every one being satisfied to the arranirement,
the matter was settled.

CHAPTER IV.-Black Pedro Introduces Himself.
Our friends put in quite a lively afternoon and
eveninit of it at Tombstoqe. They met many old
acquaintances, and the time was thorouithly enjoyed, nothinit happeninit to mar the occasion.
Ea1'iy the followinit morning Young Wild West
and his partners J?Ot ready to set out for the
Mexican border.
As they were saddlinl!'. their horses Hop Wah
appeared, followed by ilver Dan, who rode up
thoroul!'hly eouipped for the trio.
"Good-mornin', everybody!" he called out. "I'm
dead sober this mornin', an' I ain't going to take
another drink till we've cleaned up Black Pedro
an' his gang."
"That means a whole lot, don't it, Dan?"
Charlie asked, with a laugh.
"I don't know. From what I heard cl-ifferent
ones say last night, it's a putty sure thing that
Young Wild West will itit that _g-anit inside of
twenty-four hours. If I can't l!'r, twenty-four
hours without takin' a drink of rattlesnake oil,
I'll be willin' to die, that's all."
"All right, Dan," the youn_g- deadshot spoke up,
laughingly. "Not that I'm anxious to make it
possible for you to take a drink of liquor very
soon again, but I mean to do my level best to
corral this bunch of outlaws. As I told you yesterday, if there'sJny reward oaid to you, vou
shall have it all.
few hundred dollars wouldn't
mean anything to us, I'm sure, an' it mi,g-ht put
you in the way of getting a little further ahead
in the world."
Wild and his partne~ were soon ready, and as
they mounted Hop Wah rode out of the shed on
his piebald broncho. The five then went on around
to the front of the hotel where the l!'.irls and quite
a few men who had gathered early ;n the morning were waitin_g- to see them off. Dan Slocum
had risen early on purpose to Y::P.P thP.m leave, and
as h::: came out, his paid head shining from the
soap and water he had latelv used upon it, he
waved his hand and said:
"Good luck to yer! i s'pose vou'll meet quite
a few men what's fookin' for Black Pedro an'
his gang. I hope yo~'ll be the winner, Wild,
'cause I've been tellin every one that you're
bound to be. There's been more than a hundred
men lookin' for them outlaws for over three
months now, an' so far there's onlv been two of
'em shot. That's the nearest they've come to
breakin' up the gang, an' look at the robberies
they've don~ in that time."
Wild rode around close to the porch, and
Charlie and Jim followed him. They bade the
girls good-by and assured them that they would
be back before the next morninl!'. unless somethinl? extraordinary happened.
Our friends took only enough rations to last
them for the day and they again assured the
girls th:,t they would sure~ be back before the
tollowing morning_, unless something unforeseen
occurred. Then they all rode off, Hop leading

the' w·a y, with Silver Dan a close second. It was
over a lonl? stretch of what seemed to be worthless land that Young Wild West and his companions had to now cover before they reached
the Mexican border. But they were so used to the
climate and the travelin.: in that section that
they did not mind it in the least. They kept on
at a gallop, an-d gradually the youn£ deatlshot
forl!'ed to the head of the party, for Spitfire, his
sorrel stallion. could easily outdistance the other
horses. This noble animal had carried our hero
through so many perils, and never once had hjs
match been found when it came to a race, whether
it was for fun or for fair. Silver Dan was ridin£
a powerful roan, and when he found that the
young deadshot could easily best him.he shrUJ!'£ed
his shoulders in mild si.µ-prise ana called out:
"Say, what kind of a horse have you £ot.
Wild?"
''.A mighty good one, Dan," was the Quick
reply, as the boy turned and smiled at him.
"Well, I should reckon so. l thou£ht I had
about the best one to be found in these here
parts. He's putty bi£, like myself, but he sartinly kin git over the ground, an' he's l!'Ot 111Qre wind
than nine ordinary horses."
"Spitfire is quite speedy, and he has plenty of
wind, too."
·
"Not exactly. I gave him that name the first
time I rode him. He was a little bad then. Noth'in,g- but a colt, you know, and no one had ever
succeeded in ridin2" him."
"You tamed him yourself. then, eh?"
"Yes, that's ri£ht."
"Well, you ou£hter know .iest what kind of a
horse he is, then."
"I certainly do. I'm dead sure ·there's not a
better horse in the whole world than Spitfire."
Wild had slackened his pace somewhat, and
Silver Dan was able to ride along close at his
side. Charlie and Jim were riding close behind
them, while a little in the rear Hop's -piebald
broncho was loping alon2" with apparent ease.
The five were following a trail that now brouitht
them to a stretch of white sand that was almost level as far as the eye could reach. The
hot sun fell upon it with a dazzlin2" effect, and it
was so warm that the horses were perspiring
freely by this time. They kept riding for neqrly
an hour, and then they paused under an overhanl!'in2' cliff' and gave the horses a breathin£
spell. Right here the trail was .ioined by another,
and they had not been there more than five minutes when the sounds of hoofbeats came to their
ears.
"Somebody's comin', I reckon," remarked Silver
Dan, as he turned his i?aze expectantl y in the
direction the sounds came from.
"That's right," Younl? Wild West answered,
coolly. "Take it easy, and we'll see who thev are.
There must be as many as half a dozen by the
sounds of the horses' hoofs."
It was not Ion£ they had to wait before they
saw eight horsemen ridin2" swiftly alon2' the
trail.
"I know 'em!" exclaimed Silver Dan.· "That fe].
ler on the blac!vhorse is the sheriff of the county,
an' the rest is his deputies. They're goin' after
Black Pedro, that's sartin."
It happened that the sheriff had only held the
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i,osition, a few months, so 'Younl? Wild Wes~ and
his partners were not acQuainted with him.
But when he rode up and came to a halt before them, Silver Dan was not long- in introducing,.._them.
"Miirhty g-lad to fall in with vou. Young- Wild
West," the she~ff declared. 1after he had shaken
hands with the three. "Goi n' to help us out. 1
s'pose. Maybe you're lookin' for that reward."
"We don't care an awful lot about the reward,"
the vounl? deadshot answered, in his cool and easv
way. "But we are l?Oing- to trv and g-et the outlaws. thouP."h . 1f it happens that we make out
all rig-ht we'll claim the reward and ,rive it to
Silver Dan."
"Do vou want me to swear vou in as deputies?"
"No,' that won be necessary."
"I s'pose it won't. Everv man is his own boss
in these here parts, especially in these times.
But you have g-ot to look out that you don't 1?it
over ·on the Mexican side, an' 1?it in trouble there.
I've heard say that Black Pedro has friends
scattered all along-. That's why he's so hard to
ketch."
"If we 1?et into a little trouble in Mexico it
will not be the first time. sheriff,'' the voungdearlshot retorted, with a lau,rfi.
"Got in trouble an' always g-ot out of it, too,
eh?"
" Always ."
"Had to shoot your way out more than once. I
s'pose."
"Yes. that's very true, too."
"Well. you're a sort of wonder. They tell me
you're the Champion Deadshot of the West, an' I
s'pose that takes in A1·izona, too."
'' I suppose it does. But 1 don't lav claim to
being- the champion for an that. My friends have
g-iven me the title, that's all."
"Most likely you're deservin' of it, so I ain't
~oin' to dispute it, for I'm somewh·at of a shot
.
m yself."
The conversation kept up until the horses had
been rested. Then a s our frien<is were about to
ride on, the sheriff, who had dismounted, swunghimself upon the back of his horse, and, noddingto them, said:
"I s'pose you're g-oin' to ride alon,r with us,
· ain't yer?"
" No." Wild answered, with a shake of the head.
"I reckon w 1 g-o it alone. But maybe we'll be on
hand to help you out if vou g-et into any trouble."
"Jest as you like. But I did think that all of
us together mig-ht stand a better show of ketchin'
them outlaws than if we was in two parties."
"I don't propose to try to catch them just now.
I mean to find out where they are located first."
"That will be a mig-hty toug-h job. The mountains down this way is full of caves an' sich like.
It will only be by luck if you find Black Pedro's
hang--out."
"All rig-ht. Luck has been pretty well on my
side all throug-h my life, so I'll depend upon it a
little now. We'll see you later, sheriff."
Then the young- deadshot waved his hand and
started Spitfire at a g-allop along the trail, his
companions ridin,r after him. After what seemed
to be a rather long- time our friends came to a
halt rig-ht where the two countries were joined.
They all knew it, and when Silver Dan beg-an explainin,r just where the line was. Wild assured
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him that they had .been at the verv spot before,
thoug-h it was probably six months a20.
"You know the trail that runs on down to the
southwest, then?" the bi2 man said.
·
"Yes."
"It follers along- for about fifty miles. g-oin'
throu,rh villa,res an' two ranches down that way."
"Yes, we know that."
" Well, then you know jest where Black Pedro
is doin' his work. Sometimes it's on this side of
the line, an' sometimes it's on the other. We
had better strike the trail, I s'pose."
He was about to turn and ride back, but Wild
stopped him.
"This way, Dan," he said. "We'll strike the
trail on the Mexican ·side. It won't make any
difference. I r-eckon we've g-ot a rig-ht to come
across here if we like. There don't seem to be
any one han,ring- around to stop us."
"Oh, there's plenty what mig-ht stop us, J
s'pose. There's always somebody lookin' out for
smu2:g-lers, you know."
They all rode along-, and in a few minutes they
came to the trail they had been talking- of. It
was a wild and rocky spot on one side of the trail.
while the other stretched oft into an almo. t level
piece of 2:round. with heaps of white sand and
bunches of cacti showing- here and there. As
they came to a halt to take a look around thev
suddenly saw three horsemen riding- toward
them. One 2:lance was sufficient to let YoungWild West and his partners know that thev were
·
rurales, or Mexican mounted police.
"I reckon we'll wait here and see what those
fellows have g-ot to say," the young- deadshot said.
as he dismounted and took a seat on a rock.
The rest left their horses and stood about him,
and up came the rurales. One of them began
talking- rapidly in Spanish, making- all sorts of
J?estures. Wild, Charlie and Jim understood
enoug-h of the lang-uag-e to understand that he
was asking- them what they were doing there.
"Take it easy," the young- deadshot said, shaking- his head . "You can speak Eng-lish, can't you."
Instead of making- a reply the three men suddenly drew revolvers and leveled them at the
p.arty. Then the one who was evidently the leader
called out, sharply:
"Hold up your hands! Me Black Pedro, and
you must give me all the money you have got!"
~

CHAPTER V.-Young- Wild West Captures
BI;ick Pedro.

It was a big- surprise for Young- Wild West and
his companions. However, Young- Wild West
never once lost his coolness. Surprised as he
w~~• he quickly nodded to the speaker. and said:
So you're Black Pedro, the leader of the outlaws of the border, are you?"
"Yes, senor," came the reply, and there '7as a
tantalizing- smile on the man's face.
"How is it you are wearing- the uniform of a
M€·xic~m officer?" Wild went on, not payini: any
attention to the revolvers that were leveled at
.
hilll .
"That is my busines.s, senor. Me have plenty
ways to worlL This is one of them."
"Do you reall want ,all the monev we have
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with us?" the boy asked, a smile showini? on nis
face.
"You better hurry up!" cried the villain impatiently.
"I'm sorry, but I didn't bring any money with

roe."

"Come!" cried Black Pedro, rather fiercely.
"You pay or we shoot."
"Boys, have you got any money with y(JU ?"
and Wild turned in the saddle quickly and looked
at those behind him.
But the vei-y instant he did this his hand slipped- to the revolver at his ril!'ht hip, and as ouick
as a flash he drew it and pulled the trigger. The
boy had not aimed at anything in particular. He
simply fired the shot to disconcert the three men.
for he felt that Charlie and Jim would be eoual
· to the occasion. It could not have resulted better.
for the three greasers involuntarily lowered their
weapons, and before they realized that it was
only a ruse to take them off their _g-uard. Charlie,
Jim and Silver Dan had them covered.
"I reckon it looks a little different now. Black
Pedro." Youn_g- Wild West said, in his cool anrl
easy way, and then he raised his revolver until
it was on a line with the outlaw's heart.
"Caramba!" hissed Black Pedro. his face almost
black with ra_g-e.
'!Yes, you can swear away in Spanish all you
want to, but we have _g-ot you dead to rights. I am
more than glad to meet you. Now then, just hold
up your hands or I'll let a streak of daylight
through you in a hurry."
,
"Drop ·your guns afore you raise your hands,'
added Cheyenne Charlie. sharply. "I'm jest itchin' to shoot a few greasers. If my finger happens
to press a little harder one of you will drop."
There was a thud as one of the trio let his
revolver fall to the j('round. Then another followed his example. The third was Black Pedro
himself, if he had spoken the truth when he told
his name . .
"Up with your hands," the young dcadshc,t repeated. "I reckon you have irot more weaJ)o_ns.
and we are going to · take them from you. Jim,
.iust attend to that part of it, will you?"
.
"You bet I will," Dart retorted, and he d1smounteq quickly and approached the prisoner?,
who were now holding their hands aboye then·
heads.
L"
•
It did not take Jim long to take everyi:,,mz l"l
the way of a weapon they had. and this <1<·ne.
he produced a hank of stout twine and starteJ in
to tie the hands of Black Pedro, who seemed ~o
think that he had better keep them above h1;;
head. But Jim pulled them down by force. and,
gettinl! them behind the fellow's back, was not
long in taking a few turns about them. Roon all
three were prisoners. still sitting on the backs 1,f
their horses.
"Well, Dan, what do you think of it?" Wild
asked, as he turned to the big man who had heen
110 anxious to come with them.
"I can't say jest what I do think. I've been
thinkin' so much since them fellers rode up th~t
I couldn't tell it all if I was to try. But I will
say that
never seen anything like it afore.
The.y had us dead to riirhts, but of a sudden tl,e
tables were turned."
.
"Yes, that's right. It wouldn't have paid us to
Jet them have their own way, you know "

"No, bat I couldn't see no wav to git out of it.
If yo~ hadn't turned around an' then fired as
quick as yer did, most likely they woulrl have
cleaned us out."
"Well, since-we're on the Mexican side I ~up- ~
pose we had better look for some town. so we
can turn them over to the proper authr,rities.
There ought to be some place near at ,and."
"I'm putty sartin there's a little town not more
than two miles further on," Silver Dan declared.
"All right, we']) iro and look for it, then."
Then with Charlie, Jim and Silver DaJ:1 each in
charj('e of a prisoner, Wild brought up the rear,
the big, old-fashioned six-shootn he alwavs carried in his hand. They rode along- for over a
mile without meeting . any one, and then the clatter of hoofs was heard. A m~ute late1· half a
dozen horsemen came in view. Thev were all
attired in the same fashion as the three i,risoners,
and it occurred to our friends that the..- might be
outlaws disguised that way, just as the others
were. "Wild irlanced at the face of Black Pedro,
and when he saw that it paled slightlv at the
sight of those approachinj(', he knew right away
that they were not outlaws. Up came the horsemen. and when they saw the three men with their
hands tied behind their backs in charge of YollnJ;?
Wild West and his friends, they reined in their
horses and showed great surprise.
"HeIJo, senor!" Wild called out to the one who
was apparently the leader. "Do you happen to
know these fellows we have here?"
Without making a reply, the man addressed
rode up close to the Prisoners and carefully scrutinized their face . Then he shook his head. and,
turning to Silver Dan, who he no doubt took to
be the leader of the party. he said :
"Where did you catch these men?"
"About a mile back. They held us up, an'
wanted all the money we had. That fellow there,"
pointing to the leader. "says he's Black Pedro."
"What!"
The rurale gave a violent start.
"Younir Wild West will tell you alJ about it,"
Silver Daan said. as he nodded toward our hero •
"He's the boss of this cro"wd:"
"Young Wild West, the American deadshot?"
exclaimed the Mexican, as he slowly turned and
!coked at Wild.
"That's right," Silver Dan has ned to sav.
"He's the one who is responsible for ketchin'
the three outlaws. They worked a putty nice
game by puttin' on rigs like you fellers wear,
didn't they?"
"See here. senor," Wild said. rather curtly. "if
you want to know anything more about this business. come over here and talk to me. These three
fellows are my prisoners. But I am perfectly
willinir to tum them over to you, provided I see
that they are dul y placed in a lock-up. One of
them claims he is Black Pedro, and if he is we
shalJ expect the reward you people have offered
for him."
"He is not Black Pedro, Senor Wild West," the
rurale declared. in a positive sort of way. "He •
is merely a man who is trying to gain fame by
assuming the name of the noted outlaw. I don't
know where they irot the uniforms they are wearing. But: they surely don't belong to the rurale
£uard. I am the captain of this section of the
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country, and I know every man who is in the ser- that we.re 'being cast at them, "I reckon there will
vice."
l;>e trouble here pretty soon. Suppose we mount
"All right, Senor Captain. If the fellow is not and ride on. While I am not afraid of bad greasBlack Pedro he is s omebody else, that's sure. ers in the · villae:e, it will be well if we can avoid
Anyhow, he said he was, and he certainly meant a clash ~ith them."
io rob us. Tlll')y had us dead to rights for a few
They proceeded to mount their horses, Hop beseconds, but it didn't last long after r got the ing the last to do this. Just as he got into the
drop on them. Just s-how the way and we'll· e:o saddle a rascally-looking g-reaser stepped out and
along with you and see to it that the prisoners seized him by the arm and endeavored to pull him
are duly locked up. Then there must be som~ from the back of the horse. .
one who will be able to identify the men. If
"Hip hi!" the Chinaman shouted in alarm.
gne of t!;tem really is Black Pedro we s hall claim "Whattee mattee ?"
the reward."
Another pull and he fell _from the horse and
' "You shall have . 1t, Senor Wild W ei:;t . But I landed upon the g·round.
~
am pos itive that Black Pedro wouldn 't disguise
'"What are you doing· there?" Wild demanded,
himself in this way."
sternly, a s he turned the sorrel stallion quickly
The y did not have to iro more .than a mile and and faced the impudent greaser.
a half furthe r before they struck a good-sized
" Chinee no e:ood," .,c ame the repl y.
Mexican village. The people stared at them a s
"He isn't, eh? • Well, I'll e:ive you to underthey rode through the streets with the pri s oners. stand that he's a whole lot better than vou are.
By the time they reached the adob e ouilding that You jus t let go of him or I'll 'put a bullet through
was used a s a lock-up, nearly every man, woman you."
and child in the village had gathered there. The
As the boy spoke the words a g-un fl.ashed in
captain of the rurales dis patched a messeng·er
somewhere, and it was not long· before a ranchero his hands, and th~ g-reaser instantly relinqui shed
who clai med to know Black Pedro reache d the his grasn ujon Hop and cowered back.
But this was the signal for the trouble to
scene. The captain spoke to him in Spanish. telling him to look and see if Black Pedro was one of start. A dozen or more swarthy-faced villains
the pris oners. Th moment he got close enough g atter_e d about. showing· revolvers and knive~.
looked around and saw that there was not
to them to stud y their faces the rancl,ero threw Wild
a rurale in sight.
·
up his hands an d exclaimed:
"Boys," he said, speaking in a low tone of
"He's one of them!"
Then he stepped over and laid hi• hanci upon . voice, "I r eckon we have got to _fight our way
out of this. Don't kill any one if you can help it.
the breast of the -greaser who hatl declared him- Hop,
get on your -horse."
self to be Black Pedro. The captain was much
But already Hop was upon his feet, and he
elated, and when it became noised about amoni?
the etowd that the noted outlaw chief had been hardly n eeded to be told to mount. As s oon as
captured at last, shouts of triumph. and s atisfac- he was in the saddle he started -his horse ahead.
This was just what Wild wanted h.im to do.
tion could be heard. ·
,
. "Come. on, boys!" he exclaimed. "Ride rfa'ht
"Senor," the cal)tain s aid, stepping over to
where our hero and his friend s were waiting, "I , over any one who attempts to stop you. Don't
am well sati fied • that vou have indeed captured shoot unless you have to."
One of the Mexicans leaped before Hop' horse,
:Black Pedro, the outlaw. But it will take a -0aY
a knife upraised to trike. But the broncho sudor two for you to receive the reward."
"All right, Senor Captain. I reckon we can denly reared up and, strikine: him upon the breast
afford to wait that time. But iust see to it that with its hoofs, sent him to the dust in a· jiffy.
"Hip hi; hoolay!" shouted the clever Chinee,
these fellow s don't l:et away."
"They'll not get ·awa y. Tj)ey'll s oon be escorted a.n d then having the way clear, h rode··off at a
to the head pris on of the county, where the rest gallop. After him rode the rest, each holding a
of the outlaws may be ft>und. You have done a revolvftt in readiness to shoot. The Mexicans
wonderful_thing, Senor Wild West, and ·the Mexi• were cowardly, for they got out of the way, and
can ,,.overnment will no doubt congratulate you though the~ made all sorts of gestures and
threats, not one of them dared fire a shot.
for . it."
As soon as they. were clear of them Wild
Our .friends waited until they saw the three
men locked in the calaboose, -ind then having dropped his revolver back into the holster and
nothing further to_detain them there, s nee there then nodded to his companions and said:
was no possible chance of getting the reward,
• "I hav an idea that those fellows either bethey went to a public place a short distance away, lone: to Black Pedro's band or that they are in
and sat down to take it eas y in the s hade of the sympathy v.ith him. At first I thought thev were
palms. Of course there were many to look at jealous. I looked at a few of them closely, and
them, for they were the '"ones who had captured I'll remember their faces again when I meet
tbe notorious Black Fedro and two of his men. them. I reckon we are e:·o ing to have a lively
But there is usually a strong feeling agai~~
time around here on the border, .and it wouldn't
Americans in such places. and it did not ta,., surprise me one bit if we hear that Black Pedro
:them long to notice this. Many of the Mexicans has .,made his escape." .
,who bad no doubt been long searching for an op"I was thinkin' about that when they put liim
1
portunity to ca])ture the outlaws were jealous
in the calaboose, Wild," Cheyenne
Charlie anthe Americans. But Young Wild West cared no ~wen~d. as he brought his horse tq' a halt and
more for this ..than if it was merely :--. farce tha't turn~. and looked toward the village. "It ain't
was being enacted.
much of a place to hold prisoners in. The·v have
"Boys," he sajd, as he · noticed the blacli looks mighty funny ways of doin' things in Mexico,
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"Come, Pedro," the fellow said, pointing dowi:tward. "You go first."
"I will go last," was the reply. "I must .arran_ge the straw so when the door closes it will
fall upon it, and conceal it. Leav~ that to me."
The others nodded, and then on~ at a time they
descended into the black hole tnat was underneath the adobe buildin£". Pedro closed the door,
and then he took pains to arrange the straw uvon
it and with a few wisps fastened a bunch to the
ring that was attached to the door. He vulled
more straw over, and then pµshed back the door
and descended uvon the small ladder that was
under him. He pulled mo're straw over, and then
pushed back the door and descended upon the
small ladder that was under him. When onlv his
head and shoulders were left above he reached
out with his hancls and arranged the straw and
then slowlv let the door drop back in its place.
CHAPTER VI.-Black Pedro At His Head"I don't know if they'll discover how we escave
quarters.
or not. It may be that the straw will not cover
It will be in order for us to turn our attention the door well. · But it matters not so long as we
get out. It won't do for us to be in a prison from
t'o the three prisoners who were locked up in the which
we could not escape. Life is too sweet for
adobe building that was used as a calaboose for that, and
still have lots to do. We are the
the Mexican village. Thev were not handled very outlaws ·ofwe
gently bv the rurales, but onee they were inside reputation."the border. and we must hold up our
the building and the key turned in the lock they
His companions nodded and laughed at this.
became jubilant and talked together in whispers. One
of them struck a match and soon discovered
Black Pedro nodded his head and then turn- a piece
of candle that was uvon a sort of shelf in
ing toward the door, shook his fist and exclaimed the cellar-like
place. This being- lighted. he led
in Spanish:
•
the way through a passage. Black Pedro brought
"The poor fools! They think they have us se- up the rear,
pu ing away at his cigarette and
cure. But little do they know that I control the acting very much as if he was perfectly at .his
majority of the people in this village, and that ease. The nassage extended some little distance,
this little prison is easy to escape from."
but at length they came to its end, and tound
. Then he coolly walked to he grated window themselves before a wooden door, Pedro
stepped
at the side of the building and peered out.
up and tapped lig-htly on the door: After waiting
From it he could see the oublic place where for a moment and not hearing an answering
our • friends had stopped. But they were ob- sound, he lifted a latch and the door
open.
scured from his observation, since they had gone Into a small aclobe shanty the- villaincame
went, his
around to the shady side.
two men 'following close behind him. The· one
"They have gone," he said, as he turned from who had the candle quickly blew out the fo1:ht,
the window. "Remember,
en, we must have . and then clo ed the door:
reven_ge for what has happenecl this morning.
"No one at home," Pedro said, as he looked
Think of it! Black Pedro himself and two of his about the
furnishe; room. "Well, it
best men meet with such humiliation a_pd defeat. matters not.meanly
have other clothing here, so
The American ogs ! I will never forgive them we'll make theWe
change and then be off. It's too
for it. They must die."
bad that we can't get our horses. But there are ·
His companions nodded assent to this, . st as · plenty of others."
if it was nothing more than a triviai thing that
He walked over to a door which he ovened,
must be done as a matter of course. Even if showing a J?;ood-sized closet in which many artithe hands of the three prisoners had not been cles of clothing were hanJ?;inJ!:. Then the three
untied before they were Placed in the lock-up quickly relieved themselves of the disguises they
they could easily have made . their escape, for had worn and were soon attired in the fashion
one of them at least must have had good teeth. of the co mon set of g-reasers to._he found in that
and the knots could have been gnawed Joose. •
part of the country. False mustaches ., · a heavy
But since their bonds had been removed they black were then found and stuck to the upper
were saved this much trouble. Black ~edro coolly lips of the trio, and then they were readv to
produced some tobacco and cigarette vapers. ,a nd sally forth. Knowing just where to find the
then he rolled a cigarette. Striking a match he horses they needed, they coolly walked out of the
li.srhted it, and when he had taken a few vuffs building and invited the native of the villaJ?e ·
he gave a nod ·to his companions and said:
who were within sight to look them over if they
"Open the trap-door. We'll get out of this cared to do so. But no one seemed to take particular notice of them, which told olainlv that
foul-smellin.a- place."
Both the g-reasers ran to a corner of the dark they had appeared therebefore in the same disroom. Some straw was kicked aside, and then guise. Not far from the house they had entered
one of them scratched upon the dirty floor with. by means of the underground passage was a small
his finger-ends and soon loosened a ring_
corral or pen, where there ere a number of
This having been done, he vulled upward and a horses. At one end of th.is was a shed, and
straight for this the three leisurely made thea
email trap-door opened.
anyhow. You can't tell but what about half the
ponulation here is friends of the outlaws."
"Yes, and maybe some of them blamed policemen is too," Silver Dan spoke up.
"Well. we have got the satisfaction of having
captured the noted outlaw, anyhow, and if he
gets away we'll have to catch him again. that's
all," and so saying Young Wilg West turned his
horim sharply to the left and rode toward · a
thicket. the other side of which was a small grove
of oalms.
The boy had no intention of going any further
than the grove just then, for he felt that it would
be cool there and tll t they could afford to wait
and see how things turned out.
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way. They found saddles and bridles hane:ing
there, and selecting- what thev wanted, thev went
into the pen and soon g-ot the three horses: They
were Quickly placed in proper condition to ride,
and then led out, after which the three men
mounted and rode away up the mountainside,
making- a short cut for the trail upon which they
had been captured scarcely an hour before. It
happened that there were no weapons in the
house they had entered from the passag-e, so it
is hardly probable that if they had come in contact with a traveler just then the y would h.ave
made a hold-up.
But they were no doubt e:lad to be at liberty
ag-ain, and so rode alone: for nearly two miles,
when Black PedrQ called a halt and took a look
up and down the trail, which was Quite straig-ht
at that point.
"We may a s well g-o direct to t he cave," he
said. "Come, there is no one in sig-ht, and even
if there were they could never find the cave."
With a laugh he turned his horse amona: some
rocks, and letting- the animal walk for a di tance
of probably twenty feet, reached the crest of a
rather long- slope, which was d otted with rocks
of all sizes, and here and there a tree. Reachingthe foot of the slope the three turned sharply to
the left and followed the foot of a cliff until they
came to a narrow opening-. They all looked b k
over their shoulders. and then satis fied that 1t
was safe to enter they rode t : -oug-h in sina:le file
and half a minute later dismounted in a cave that
was dimly lighted from an opening- that could nol
be seen. The next moment footsteps were heard
and then two g-re.asers appeared, one of then
carrying- a lighted lantern.
"It's all rig-ht, Pueblo," Black Pedro said, as
he g-ave a nod.
"Si, senor," and the man promptly turned and
walked away, carrying- the lantern with him.
leader of the outlaws left his horse with
T
his two companions and followed him. Across a
vault-like place he went for a few feet, and then
the man with the lantern disappeared throug-h an
archway. The light died out alruost instantly, yet
one could have seen pretty well the interior.
Pedro also entered the arch, and turning- sharply
to the left emerg-ed into a cave-Ii e apartment
that was almost sQuare and fitted out with the
rude comforts of a meeting- place or home.
Ta bles and chairs were scattered about, and at
one ~ide were ranged a set of bunks. Overhead
was .a long- opening- through which the sunlig-ht
streamed. This ran across about the center of
the cave, the ceiling- of which must have been
easily thirty feet above the level rock which constituted the floor. Scattered about in various
positions were men, .and when t he y saw who it
was following- the man with the lantern thev instantl y arose and g-reeted him. There were a s
manv ·a s a score of them there, and they all seemed to be desperate villains, well armed and clad in
the loose fa shion of the g-eneral run of Mexicans
of the lower order. Black Pedro was in anything- but a g-ood humor, but he nodded and smiled
to them, for the fact was that he was known to
be a kind leader, even thoug-h he was one of the
most desperate criminals· that section of the country had ever produced.
, "I have news that is not at all g-ood." he said.
a-peaking- in Spanish, for he was a native Mex-
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ican, and thoug-h he could speak Eng-lish fairly
well, it was not strang-e that he should address
his companions in that tong-ue.
"What is it. Senor Pedro?" one of them asked
~.ooking- _at him and showing- something- like alarm'.
· There ls no dang-er, is there?"
:'There is-<lang-er. I was in dang-er, and so were
M1_g-uel and Jose. We were captured and placed in
the calaboose, but here we are."
There was something- of an air of triumph as
he said the last words, but those a:athered about
him now looked on with deep concern, and w;lited
eag-erly for him to proceed.
"Yes," he resumed, as he calmly rolled a cig-arette, "attired in the g-arb of rurales the three
of us stopped four Americans and a native of
China. This was barely an hour a_g-o, and not very
fa~ froll!- here. I thought we would have an easy
thmg- with them. for we deceived them oerfectly.
But just when I thought thev would be compelled
to hand over tneir money and valuables the whole
thing- changed. A boy who was leading them fired
a shot which disconcerted us, and before we could
recover he and his companions had us covered,
They captured us, my brave men, and took us into
the town, where I was identified. What think
you of that?"
"Americans?" one of them asked.
"That is rig-ht. Four Americans and one Chinaman. The American boy is called Young- Wild
West. You have heard of him undoubtedly."
"The champion deadshot," another spol<e up.
"The very !:Jame. Attracted by · the reward,
no doubt, Young- Wild West is seeking to bre.ak
u'J) our band, which has existed so long and wit}.
such _g-ood success. But we have fooled th,m, for
when they go to look for us in the calaboose the:,,
will find it empty. Ha, ha, ha!"
The villain laughed as if he thoroughly enjoyed
it. and some of the others joined in as if. they
thoug-ht it est for them to do so.
Blaek Pedro now threw himself upon a chair
and tipping it back put his feet upon a table. He
puffed away at his cig-arette while his companions
drew up stools and chairs and g-ot closer to him.
They wanted to hear more about the American
boy who had accomplished so much that morningBut their leader had already told them the •g-ist
of it, and when they Questioned him it was little
more they could learn. The two greasers called
Miguel and Jose cal'l" in, and they were inclined
to g-o into details, so Pedro settled back and listened as they g-ave a glowing- account of what
had occurred. When they had finished and all
the Questions put to them had been answered the
outlaws appea:iad b be very uneasy ..
"We had better keep away from American soil
for a while, Senor Pedro," one of them remarked
•
sugg-estively.
"Ha!" and Black Pedro looked ana:rilv at the
speaker. "Do you think I am afraid of all the
Americans in the United States? Why, thev are
as so many dog-s. I defy them all, and I defy
all my own countrymen who seek to capture me.
We have a snug place here, and search as they
find it. I am a man of
mig-ht they will nev
many disguises."
Then as if he ·had .iust thought of it he removed his false must.ache and looked at it proudly. He placed it in his oocket and rolled another
cigarette. Thoug-h it was in a very warm climate,
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there wa-s a draught of air blowing- through the
cave that made it quite cool. The fact was it was
much more pleasant there than outside just then,
for tlie sun was blazing- in the sky and sending
out a fierce heat. All that was necessary ;for ithe
inmates of the cave to do was to keep away
from the ·part of the cave the sun's rays fell
upoTI, and they could remain in comparativ~
comfort. At one end of the rocky chamber a
stream of water trickled clown, and it was but
natural that it, should be cool and invigorating.
Black Pedro called for a drink of water and it
was given to him. Then he called for something
stronger, and this, too, was ; brought to the table·.
«Join me, my brave comrades !" he exclaimed.
as he poured a drink from the jug that had been
brought. "We'll drink to the death of our enemies.
and as I swallow this draught I pledge my word
that Young· Wild West, as they i;all him, will
never leave Mexico alive if he persists in 'tryingto break up our band."
Tin cups and tumblers -were quickly produced,
and waiting for the men to fill them with the
wine the jug- contained, Black Pedro again lifted
his glass and added: .,,
"Here is success to all our undertakings. May
we all live long· and prosper."
A low crv of applause went up from the a s~
semblage, and .t hen th_e cups were drained.
' Putting- down his g-lass, Black Pedro threw
away the stump of his cigarette and walking to
the further end of the' cave pulled aside a curtain
and entered an alcove, where there was a round
opening at the side through which streamed both
light and air. He looked out and could see the
trail a 'l:Juarter of a mile away and with a nod of
satisfaction tui:ned and proceeded to sort over
some clothing that hung upon a series of peg·s in
his private apartment. -"in a few minutes he had
made a selection, and then removing the attire
he had put on a t the adobe shanty after leaving
the little jail, he quickly arrayed himself in the
style of a prosperous man of Mexico. A broad
red sash was knotted about his supple waist. and
then he put on a wig o! natural hair, his o.wn hair
being cut rather close to his head. Next he affixed
a goatee to his chin, and using the same false
mustache, he completed the disguise.
"That is very satisfactory," he said to himself,
a s he surveyed his reflection in a small m irror he
had upon a little stand in the room, a s it might
be called. "Now I am Senor Santos. I'll ride back
to the town, and hear the news of Black Pedro's
escape. Ha, ha, ha! Probably Young Wild West
will be there yet," he resumed. "Jf he is I ma y
have the 1opportunity to put an end to him. But
if it is done no one must know that I had a hand
in it. I will go alone, for it. js not safe to let
any of the men go just now."
Five minutes later he pulled aside the curtain
and· strode out among his men, who had again
assumed th e llttitude of listless fellow s who had
nothing to do. A few remarks were pas sed upon
the remarkable change in the appearance of their
leader, but he paid little or no attention to them,
. and went on out to• the pa of the cavern where
there were as many as forty horses stabled.
Pedro sele<;ted the one he wanted', and saddlingit he , Jed the animal out by the way he had entered a short time befor~ with his two companions. Mounting-, he rode along- and up the

rocky 'a scent and was soon t:.pon the well-beaten
trail that led into the village.
"Now, then, to enjoy myself and -listen to what
they are saying- a.bout me," he muttered. as he
put his horse to a gallop and ral'J. y neared his
destination.
CHAPTER VII.-Young- Wild --✓ est Makes
himself Solid With the Mexican Officials.
· Young-Wild West and his friends ate from the
rations they had brought with th~m from Tombstone, but not feeling exactly satisfied, they · decided to g-o baek into the village, or town, as it
mig·ht be called, and buv some coffee. Thev knew
that not many of the inhabitants would be stirring· through the heat of the day, but it was
nothing for the young deadshot to take risks.
He felt that they had just a s much ri ht there---as
anyone, even thoui;('h they were Americans and it
was a Mexican villag-e.
"Boys," he said, after he had made the proposition and was about to mount Spitfire, «we'll
g·o back there and all we have to do is to keep a
look-out for the rascals who tried to make trouble
.J_or us. There's ;more than one public place there,
( and we needn't go to the one where the trouble
oeeurred. I am sure the. place at the other side
of the villag-e is just a s good. We'll get around fo
it without entering- the village, and approach
from the other way. Come on."
"Me velly glad, Misler Wild. Me g-ittee tired
when me stay here," Hop spoke up, as he quickly
mounted hi s piebald broncho.
"We ain't seen much since we've been here,
that's sartin," Cheyenne Charlie observed, with
a satisfied nod.
·
~
"No," declared Silver Dan. "l'q jest a lief git
in a scrimmage with the irreasers as not. We
didn 't start no row, that's sartin. It would be a
good idea to tell it to some of the officials, an'
then they'll sorter look after thing-s."
"We'll do that, too, Dan," Wild answered.
"Come on."
·
They all rode away: and keepini;(' well on the
out skirts of the village, were not long in r'eachingthe opposite side of it. Once there they turned
and struck the street that ran almost directly
through the center of it. The public house Wild
had spoken of was soon reached, and it happened
that there was no one there .iust then br,t the
proprietor and a couple of his a ssistants, a man
~and a woman. They were received in a very
friendly and respectful way, and were told that
t hey could be accommodated with what they
wanted.
"Some ham an' dry bread, with nothin' but
water to wash it down, ain't what I call very
good fodder," Cheyenne Charlie d~clared, as he
sniffed at the odor of steaming- coffee. "It's a .
mighty hot day, but a good drink of coffee won't
hurt me one bit, an' I know it.•
They got their coffee and some cakes alongwith it, after which Charlie and Dan enjoyed
some of the fomented grape juice, the Mexican
had for sale. Hop g-ot what liquor he wanted,
too, and lighting a big black cig-ar, he sat down
in the shade and half closed his eyes, perfectly at
peace. They had not been there very long- after
finishing- the little repast when two of the ruralea
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came riding up. It happened that they had been
with the partv that met our friends shortly after
they took Black Pedro and his two companions
prisoners. They were verv glarl to Ree the
Americans, and were not ffow to express it. One
of them, who was a sort of lieutenlV!-t, insisted
on treating them. and Wild permitted him to do
so. Then thev sat down and chatted for about
fifteen minutes, durin,r which time the yo ungdeadshot related how they had been atta<!ke<l by
the small mob.
"I heard of it. Senor Wild West." the officer retorted. "You needn't feal" anything- further in
that direction, for those men have been warned.
They are a ba<l lot, it seems."
·
"Yes, I have an idea that they are a bad lot.
It strikes me that some of them mig-ht be members of Black Pedro's band."
"Many of our citizens know all about Black
Pedro and are willing- to help him out, for he is
kind to the· poor," was the reply. "That can't be
helped. But there are a certain few who despise
all Americans. That i. one reaso11 why they attacked you."
·
"Yes I suppose that's right. But they had better 100°k out how they attack us again. for_ it
makes no difference even if we are in Mexico.
We'll be able to take care of ourselves. But how
are the prisoners makin,r out? . Have you heard
lately?" ·
"No. I haven't. But they are secure in the
calaboose. Word has been ent to the proper authoritie. , and by tomorrow I think you will be
able to obtain the reward that is offered for the
capture of Black Pedro."
"That's all rig-h• Tt doP't ::imount to over three
or fnur hundred dollars, I understand."
"Oh, yes, it does. lt has been increa ed to a
thousand dollar . That was done the dav before
yesterday."
"Well, I had not heard of that. But a thousand
dollars is not much in su<;h a case as this."
"All rig-ht, a thousand dollars isn't to be sneezed
at. · I reckon we'll be around tomorrow or the
next day to claim the reward, that is, if the outlaw don't make his escape."
''Make his eRcape!" echoed the officer. "How
- can he do that?"
"Why, if he has so many friends, as you say
he has. it mi,rht be possible for such a thing to
happen."
"But his friends -dare not interfere in a case
of this kind."
"I don't know about that, senor," and Wild
looked at him and smiled.
At that very moment another rurale was seen
ridin,r furiously toward them. He came from the
village, too, and seemed to be in very much of
a harry. Up he ,ralloped, and not payin,r any
attention to our friends, sought the officer and
whispered hurriedly into his ear. Wild noticed
the violent start the officer gave. and he knew
i,rht away that something- was decidedly wrong.
•'What is it, senor?" he asked. rising- from his
aeat and stepping over to them.
"I am ashamed to tell you, Senor Wild West,"
was the reply. "This man informs me that Black
Pedro ·and his two men have escaped from the
il.,,
"Is that so?" '
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The boy was really ,surprised , and he turned
and looked at' his partners and Silver Dan.
"Great gimlets!" exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie,
leaping- tc;> his feet. "After we managed to g-it
the galoots an' was expectin' to g-it the reward,
they•v~ got away, have they? This is what I call
a fine piece of business.
mounted
police you have got here in .
r
r country.
You ought ter be ashamed of yo urselves."
The scout was ver,;r ang-ry, and Wild was forced
to check him.
"Easy, Charlie." he said. "Sometimes things
can't be helped. I am sure it isn't the fault of
these men."
"It's somebodv's fault. Why didn't they keep
a watch on· 'em ? "
"Senor," the officer said . turninP'• to· Charlie in
a kindly way, "the messen~r inform,; me that
there was a strict guard kept upon the buildinl!:
in which the three prisoners were confined. The
door was .not once opened until a man went in to
take them something- to eat and drink. Then it
was discovered that they were not there. How
they g-ot out of the building- is a mystery."
"Of course it's a mystery. There would have to
be somethin' like that," sneered the scout. "Nobody seen 'em git out, that'S_§llre. Them what
could have seen 'em most likely shut their eyes
an' let 'em g-o." "Hold on, 'Charlie." cautioned Wild. "Let's hear
all about thi,;."
Then they listened to the officer as he questioned the messenger, and it was quite plain that
the prisoners had escaped in a ·realty mysterious
sort of fa hion.
"It's too bad. Dan," the youn11: deadshot said,
turning- to the b-ig fellow and smiling-. "The reward has been increased to a thousand dollars.
but it don't seem to be coming to us, after all."
"We'll g-it him agin, then," was the reply. "I'll
stick to yer."
"Good! But before we strike out to hunt for
Black Pedro ag-ain I reckon we'll take a look at
that jail. I want to examine it thoroughly inside, for I am really interested, and I won't be
satisfied until I learn how he escaped."
"I'll see to it that you get the privilege to
make any examination you please, Senor Wild
West," the officer remarked. "If vou are ready,
we'll go ri,rht now to the calaboose."
"I am ready all right, senor. Come on."
They settled for what they had bougl}t at the
public place, an.d then mounting their horses all
rode swiftly toward the adobe building- that was
used as a lock-up. It was stationed in about the
central part of the village, and as they neared it
they saw a crowd of men, women and children
gathered obout it and lookin,r on curiously. A
number of officers and a few soldiers were gatheted there, and all seemed to be acting- in a puzzled way. The leader of the rurales rode up and
quickly informed those of higher rank than he
that Young- Wild West and his friends were there.
Then they were all introduced to the Mexicans
they had met before, after which Wild asked permission- to view the interior of the jail. It was
promptly g-ranted him, and with half a dozen of
the officers he entered, Charlie. Jim and Silver
Dan following. Hop was g-oing in, too, but the
man guarding the door evidently thought 1t was
not necessary, and he ordered ~ to step back.
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"Me velly smartee Chinee-," · Hop protested. "Me the noted outlaw chief. Wild listened when this
·was said to him, ana a smile came over his handfjndee allee Zboutee."
Wild looked around after -entering the rather some· face.
dark Quarters, an<l not seeinlt" Hop there, he call- ·, "Tell the senor ·captain •that we'll do our •best,
but he mustn't think •hat wi have got to catch
ed out for him.
,
"Me no comee in, Misler Wild," came the re1>ly. Black Pedro again."
This wa translated, and the chief shook his
"Um gleaser no wantee me .to."
"Very well, stay outside, ,then. But we won't · head and declared that he knew it would. be Quite
be here very long."
.
· an easy thing for the American boy to do.
Then the boy joined thQ rei,t in makinlt" a
"Al~ght," Wild retorted. in his cool and easy
thorouc-h search of the jail. The apartment was way. 'We caught Black Pedro once, and I reckon
not a very large one, ahd since . there was but we can do it again. But I warn you that if it
one door to it and two barred windows. which becomes known that the means of escape was diswere quite intact, it really seemed very much of covered it will not be so easy."
a mystery as ·to how the _t,hre,e J>t'isoners could
"It shall not become known. The four who were
have escaped. The floor was strewn with straw with you when vou made the discoverv shall be
in places, and was anything b1,1t clean. Wild be- sworn to secrecy. They are all in the room now,
gan scraping up the straw with his foot, and at so there can be no mistake about it."
length he came to 4lhe corner where the secret
The !our were <lul:v sworn, and then after satrap-door was located. When he was scraping luting the military ruler of the town, our friends
away his foot came in contact with the ring left the office and started for the spot where thev
through which some of the straw had been thrust figured that it would be wise to send word to
by Black Pedro before he went down into the Tombstone that they might 1·emain there a day
cellar. The boy at once made · an examination, or two, .and the girls must not be alarmed if they
and when he saw there was a ring there he pulled did.
"Where is Hop, I wonder?" Cheyenne Charlie '
upon it and the door promptly opened.
"There you are, senor!" he said, turning- to a~ked, when they reached the horses.
"I don't know. The last I heard of him he was
the astonished officers. "That is the way vour
prisoners got out. Did you know there was a- barred from entering the jail," Wild answered,
as he looked around.
trap-door here?"
They all declared that they had never known
But the clever Chin_ee was nowhere to be seen.
of such a thing- existing and the amazement
"I reckon we kin l.!'bess where he is, though,"
shown by them caused our hero and his com- Cheyenne Charlie remarked. with a chuckle. "He
panion to smile. There were four of them who sorter likes the tanglefoot the greasers sen. Most
had come in with Wild and his companions, and likely he's over at that place where we had the
as the boy looked at them a sudden thought trouble this mornin'. S'pose we go an' look."
At that moment a loud report sounded, and a
flashed upon his mind.
·
"See here;" he said, lowering his voice and tak- dense smoke cold be seen rising from a noint a
in$!' the chief officer by the arm, "if vou want to short distance away.
have another chance to g-et Black Pedro in your
"There he is!" the scout exclaimed, triumphpower you must not say a. word to any one about antly. "He's either $!'Ot into some trouble, or
he's played a trick. Anyhow, he's blowed some
this trap-door."
· "What do you mean, Senor Wild West?" the of the grea ers up, that's sartin. Let's go an' see
what he's been up to."
man asked, with a sort of g-asp.
"Just what I say. If it becomes known that
the means of escape was discovered it will take
but a short time for it to reach the ear of Black
Pedro. On the other hand, if nothing- is said
CHAPTER VIIJ.-Black Pedro Is Caught
Again.
about it and it is called a mystery as to how ·
thev got out of here, they can easilv be trapped."
"I understand, senor," and the man brightened
Hop Wah had gone straight to the nearest
up.
public place when he found there was no chance
He quickly turned to his companions, who could of him gettin$!' inside the calaboose to help make
not understand English very well, and told them an examination. He knew pretty well that there
what the boy said. At first they could not see were enough Mexican officers around to save him
the wisdom of it, but they were gradually brought from getting into trouble with the greasers, but
around, and it was finally settled that no one but he acted ratl1er meek as he came to the place
the chief official of the town should know of the just the same. The Chinaman had no difficulty
secret trap-door. The trap was then. closed and in buying what he wanted to drink, and .iust as
hay strewn upon it, after which they all went out- he had taken a seat at a small table to en.iov a
side. Eager questions were waiting- for theib, smoke a party of horsemen came UD and dis· but Wild and his partners acted' as if it was still mounted. There were nearly a dozen in the
very much of a pu;>,zle to them, and Silver Dan party, and all but two were Americans. The
did the same. The four officers soon sought the others were Mexican army officers. All a_ppeared
chief c,f the town, and told him all about it. He to be on very friendly terms, and they were soo~
at once sent a request for the Americans to visit seated at tables and buying drinks to quench their
him. and a few minutes later the four were sitting- thirst. The men were talking away at a great
in his private office. Then a long talk was held rate, and the proprietor and his assistants had
through an interpreter, and the result was that all they could1 do to keep them supplied with
Young Wild West became solid with the Mexican what· they call'ed for. lfop remained very Quiet,
offfoials and was actually delegated to 1·ecapture taking it all in! After a while he noticed that t
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*n were lookinl! at him rather sharply now and
then. Presently one of . them, who was a man
- almost as bill:' as Silver Dan, called the »ro»rietor
and said: .
.
.
.
.
"What is the heathen doin' here?"
The Mexican shruiri?ed his shoulders and mana.l('ed to make him . understand that Hop was
me1·ely: a cu·stomer, and that as lon11: as he behaved· himself he could remain there. Not satisfi-ed at this, .the fellow arose from ·the table, and .
steppin1? over to Hop, said~
.
"Well, heathen, what are you han11:in' around
here for?- Y oii don't belon.l(' here, do you ?
"Me livee in Meli ca," wa$ the . bland retort.
"You allee samee Melican man too."
"You can bet that.. I'm an American. · I'm a
United States marshal, and my name is Griggs.
I'm clown this way lookin' Ull some smugirlers.
Did you come here alone?" .
"Me g-ottee »lenty fliencl s, so be," Hop replied,
smiling-ly. ·
"Where are they? I don't see any of them-."
"Ley allee samee over lere," and Hop .ie:tked his
thumb toward the military quarters.
"They are, eh? What are they <loin' over
there?"
'
"Talkee to um soldiers, _so be. Makee big-ee
timee pletty soonee. 14:tchee um outlaws."
"Senor" spbke up a Mexican who could talk
Eng-lish fairly wen, "the Chinee is with a ·boy ·
named Young- Wild West."
·
"What's that?" and the marsha1 gave a violent
start and looked keenly at the speaker.
"Lat light," Hop spoke up, feelinl? that he bad
a perfect right to go ahead and do as much talking as he liked. "Me comee with Younl? W~ld
West, so be. Maybe you knowee Younl? Wild
West."
"No I don't know him, heathenu, but I'd like to
git acquainted with him. What's he cloin' down
here, huntin' up outlaws?"
.
.
"La; light. Ketchee thlee outlaws ~1 s mor~mg.
Puttee in plison, but ley velly qmckee g1ttee
'way."

·

'fhe Mexican who had spoken to the marshal
bore Hop out in this, _briefly explaining what had
occurred.
"So you a r e Young Wild West's servant, are
you?" the marsha l a sked, again looking at Hop.
"Me allee samee Young Wild West's clev'er
Chinee," was the bland reply. " _Me velly smartee
Chinee. Play pokee, chuckee chce, makee funny
tlicks."
.
"What do you think of that. boys?" and Marshal Grii;rgs, as he called himself. turned and
looked laughingly at those he had left at the
tables a short distance away. "Here is Young Wild
West's clever Chinee, so he says, and he can play
draw poker, throw dice, and do a lot of other
things. s ·pose we find out now much he · knows
about dr aw poker?"
·
·
"I'm with you on that, marshal," one of them
answered, quickly.
"Me too," a second -called out.
.
"An' I'll take a hand," a third added.
Then all of them seemed inclined to play cards,
even to the Mexican officers. Hop was more than
pleased, and he assisted them in moving the larger of the tables to a secluded corner. The proprietor had the necessary cards, and then there
was ' some wrang·ling as to who shoul<i play in

l'J

the game. Finally there were six to sit doWllr,
_one ,of the111 being an officer of ,th'e Mexican a-rmy.

Hop was right in his element now, and he made
ready to show them something that would open
their' eyes before he got th:rough with them. The
marshal, who sat at Hop's right, won the deal.
·· "Now, then, my heathen friend," he said, smilfog at the Chinamen, "you. must understand that ·
t"ere is ,no limit -to this game. You kin put up
just as much of an ante as you please. It'll make
no di:ife1'ence to me if it's a ·do,1ar or fifty dollars."
"Allee · light, me. makee fifty dollee, !en,"· and
the Chinama:rf, acting very innocent, prodficed a
big wallet, ·and countin_g- out fifty dollars, »laced
it on the table.
This cau sed the rest of them to show no little
amazement.
"Hold on, ma:r_shal," one of the men with him
spoke up. "There's no use in doin' anything like
this. The Chinaman is innocent. He thought he
.must put up fifty dollars."
"Well, let him put up a dollar, then."
"Whattee mattee ?" Hop asked, lookinl? surprised.
"Don't ·you understand, heathen?" · came the
query, as the marshal looked at him sharply. "11 \
you put up fifty dollars, it will cost every one
who wants to draw cards a like amount."
"Lat allee light. Maybe me puttee uppee um,
bundled clollee, Jen."
j
"No, I reckon you had better put up a dolla:r.
That will be enough to start the thini;r l?Oin'."
"Allee light," and Hop gave a nod and took
back the money.
Then he pushed a silver dollar upon the table 1
and the marshal proceeded with the dealinl?.' n i
happened that no one had anythintr that amounted to much, but they were all willing, to draw
cards, so there was soon six dollars upon the
table. Ho-p held a pair of deuces, and succeeded
in drawini;r another: While he did not appear to
do so, he was watchin_g- the faces of the pJa:vera
closely. He decided that 110 one had much of a [
hand, and he was going to boost it, even if he
lest.
"Go ahead, heathen, if you want to bet any- ,
thinl?," advised the marshal. with a nod of his •
· head.
1
"Allee light. Me bettee ten dollee."
The rest looked at him and shook their heads. ·
No one had more than a pair, and it seemed
that there was no )lesire to risk as. much as ten
dollars by any of them. When they had all thrown
down their cards Hop reached ove1· and pulled in
the money.
"What did you ~ave, anyhow, heathen?" the
marshal asked.
.
.
"Thlee lillee deuces, so be," the Chinaman an•
swere~ blandly. "Velly goodee hand ."
"I- ~ckon ·it beat my pair of tens, all right, 111
was the· reply. "I don't blame you for gettin' ten
dollars on that hand, heathen." •
Hop nodded and looked pleased. and th~
goatherini;r up the cards shuffled them and prepaJ:'o
·eel to deal. The man on his left put up the neces•
sary dollar, and the cards were dealt around.
The Chinaman was getting- in his fine work.
thoug-h none of them had the least suspicion of
it. He had, throul?h aid of his ability to do
sleight-of-hand, got the eards just as he want
/
1·
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them, and when he had finished dealing at least
three of them held big hands. As was his custom,
Hop had taken the four aces of the pack himself. One man held four kings, another fou:rqueens, and the marshal had four jacks to draw
to.
"How many cards you wantee?" Hop asked,
blandlv, as he nodded to the man on his left.
"I don't want none this time, heathen," was
the reply.
It went on around,, two of them dropping out
entirely, and the rest either drawing one card or
standing pat. The marshal took a card probably
to make it appear that he was drawing to a flush
or tryi~g to fill on two pair. Hop went about his
business in a systematic way, and never once did
the expression of his face change. He drew one
card, and then looked at his hand ·and waited for
the betting to begin. It started a:11 right, for the
first man made it ten dollars, and the next raised
it ten. The marshal smiled and raised it twenty,
and then after hesitating for a moment, Hop
boosted it twenty more. But they were all game.
so to speak, and it went around until one man declared that his money was about all gone and
that they "s hould give him a chance. They goodnaturedly agreed to do this, so the man was
:permitted to make the call.
"I've got four queens," he said, proudly, a s he
showed his hand.
"Blamed if I ain't got four jacks !" the marshal
exclaimed, in dismay.
_ .
"But I've got four kings," another said. ex-,
citedly. "I- reckon the ·pot is mine."
"Waitee minute," Hop sppke up, pushing t he
man's hand _ back as . he was reaching for the
money. "Me gottee four lillee aces."
He showed the cards, and while those about t he
table leaned back and looked at -each other in astonishment he scooped in the pile of mone y and.
dump
it in one of his capacious pockets. All
but the marshal and the army officer arose from
the table in disgust. They knew right awa y that
the Chinaman had cheated them in some fashion.
,But they were not angry over it. and were satisfied to quit. The officer, however, did not seem to
like it much. While he had not lost anything, he
seemed to regard Hop as a trickster. The marshal was something of the same opinion, for he
frowned darkly and said:
.
"Heathen, you're a whole lot brighter than you
try to make out to be. You stacked the cards ,
and you know it."
"Lat allee · light," was the reply. "Me velly
smartee Chinee. Maybe you wantee you money
back."
' "I think that would be the best way to settle
it. Suppose you dump on the table what you
took in just now."'
- Hop laid the cigar he was smoking ui,on the
table and felt in his uocket as if he was about
to comply with the request. But instead of pulling any ·money from his pocket he drew a big
home-made firecracker that had a very short fuse
-attached to it. This he slipped to his left hand.
- ·a nd went . on feeling in the pocket with his right
·as if he was trying to get the money together.
-Unseen by any of them, he touched the 'fuse t_o
the lighted- end of the cigar and then dropped 1t
under the table. At the same time he arose to
"hul r.iet and stepped back.

Bang! The cracker exploded w1th a loud report, and those sitting ~ bout the ta , le tumbled
backward, yelling- in dismay.
Hop quietly slipped away and ·was soon running toward the building he had seen Wild and
his partners go in with the. Mexican. officers. But
before he could reach it he heard some _one shouting, and turning he saw Cheyenne CJ;iarlie running toward him, followed by Wild. Jim and
Silver Dan.
.
"What have you been <loin', heathen?" the
scout called , out, as he ran up and faced the .
grinning- Chinaman.
"Makee lillee bang, lat allee, Misler Charlie,"
was the reply. •"Um marshal over lere, and he
wantee plav cllaw pokee. -He gittee Uttlee mad,
so me lightee um big firecracker."
"Who did ·you say is over the1-e, Hop?" Wild
asked as he ran up and halted.
"Um marshal," replied Hop.
"The marshal, eh? Well, I reckon we'! g-o and
• see him. Come on boys."
They turned and walked toward the ·the public
place, - where an excited crowd was gathered.
Hop walked along with them, fost as unconcerned as if he had never been there before.
Marshal Griggs at once r.i}n out, his face Ted with
anger.
"Hey. there, heathen!" he shouted, "you come
'here and hand over that money. You needn't
think you're goin' to git away with it, even if
you did blow up things here a: little while ago! '
"Whattee mattee ?" Hop cried, feigning amazement. "You talkee likee fool, so b~."
But Wild understood what had happened, and
takinJr the Chinaman by' the arm, he led him into
a shad y spot and pushed him into a chair. It
y,as not a building where liquor and refreshments _
were sold, but merely a broad roof supported by
· post s, with tables and chairs under it.
All one had to do w.as to walk right off the
street and .take a seat anywhere he cqose. · Those
- who had been playing poker with the China man
crowded about the table, and t hey all began talking at once.
"Did the Chinama n' cl.eat you fe llows?" Wild
· asked, in his cool and easy way.
"Y:es, yes," came the reply.
"All right, he'll give you back your money."
Hop did not have to be told what to do. He
quickly pulled out his' winnings, and showing- that
he had a very good ·memory, he counted out what
belonged to each of the men, and then put the
rest back in his pocket. They seemed glad enough
to take it, ~ven tQ. the army officer.
"Now, then, which of you is the marshal?"
Wild asl,ced, when the settlement had been made.
"I am You are Young Wild West, ain't you?"
came the reply from Griggs.
"Yes; you have g-ot that right."
"Down this way lookin' for outlaws. eh?"
"Well, yes."
"I had a little business on the other side of
the border and I met my friend, the captain. and
,)
took a ride down this way," explained the marshal, as he nodded to the army officer.
.
There was a general introduction then, and
our friends were soon taking it easy and conversing' with the crowd. While they were thus
engaged a rather distinguished lookinit Mexican
sauntei;ed up and. sat down in a corner. . It wu
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in the crowd now recognized him. and when Wil.d
removed the villain's mustache the identity was
complete. In less than two minutes a number
of soldiers and rurales wei;-e on the spot.
"Here he is once more," Wild said, coolly, to
the officer he had placed the man in charge of
that very morning. "Now, then, .iust lock him
up and see to it that four men keep a constant '
watch on the building. We'll see if he 1?ets awav
this time."
The boy said this for a purpose, for as soon
as the villain was locked in the calaboose he
meant to arrange ·it so that a watch should be
kept all around it, and at considerable distance
from it. Defiant and breathi,ng vengeance on
Young Wild West, Black Pedro was hustled away
to the calaboose. In a short time he was placed
inside, his hands shackled this time for those who
attended to this -part of it did not know how he
]1ad made his escape before. They wanted to
make sure that he would have no chance to use
his hands. and no doubt felt that he would now be
secure. The marshal kept following Wild about,
and when the boy was talkinl?" to the officials who
knew how the escape had been made before, he
came up.
"Let me in on this game, won't you. Youn~
Wild West?•' he asked pleadingly. "I know
you're J?'Oin' after the rest of the l?reaser g-anl?",
and I want to help :vou."
"All right, marshal," was the reply. "Just
take it easy now. I am talkinl?" a little business."'
"Oh, all right, excuse me," and he promptly
withdrew.
Then Wild went ahead and explained what he
wanted done. The Mexicans airreed with everything he said, and the result was that rurales and
soldiers were spread out about the entire village_
but mostly within the close vicinity of the aclobe
shanty, where the . passage ran to. Wild had
learned from one of the officers that this buildingwas unoccupied, even though it was in a pretty
fair state of repairs. The boy knew Black Pedro
would lose no time in 1?ettinl?" there, and then he
would surely watch his chance to g-et back to his
men. When he had thought it over for a minute
or two he changed his plans a little, and told the
soldiers and rurales to keep back out of sie:ht of
the shanty. None of them knew exactly what
they were watchinl?" that particular spot for, anyhow, so they simply did as they were directed.
· " Now, then, boys," the young deadshot said. as
]re nodded to Charlie and Jim, "I reckon all we
have e:ot to do is to go down and hide close to
that hantv. Tell Silver Dan and the marshal to
come, Jim:"
The two men were stanclinl?' near, and Dart
promptly called them. Then the" four, takfag
their hor. es with them, rode doWJr near the
shanty and dismounted. They hid the horses in
the bushes and took up positions from whirh the
CHAPTER IX.- Wild Follows the Outlaw
whole of the structure could ~e watched at one
· Leader To His Lair.
time. Hop remained near the calaboose, as he
bad not been told to take part, but he had made
"Hip hi, hoolay!" Hop Wah shouted, as he ran up his mind to do so, and by keeping- a sharp
forward and shook his fist derisively in Black- watch it was not long before he saw a dirtyPedro's ~face. "You allee samee J?"ittee ketchee looking Mexican sneaking around the calaboose
some more, so be. Puttee you in plison lii?ht as if he wanted to look inside. Hop sat under a
away."
palm tree apparently dozinl?', and presently he
Thei-e was no chance for the outlaw to J?"et saw the 1?reaser peer through the grated windo,.,.
away, for he was completely surrounded. Several which was within easy reach of the 2:round-

Black Pedro in disJ!Uise. He had been in the villal?'e Quite so.me time, and when he saw our friends
l?'O to the -public place he decided to walk there
and sit down and watch them. No one took any
particular notice of him at first, but when Wild
saw him occasionally feelinl?' of the beard on his
chin and adjusting his mustache, he bel?'an to
J?"row suspicious of him.
"Jim," he . whispered, as he turned to Dart,
"just keep an eye on that fellow who ca!lle in a
little while airo. He acts as thouJ?"h there 1s some~ing the matter with his beard and mustache."
"Mrvbe hey are false," Jim sUl?'l?'ested.
"Just what i: was thinking. There's something
about the fellow's face that strikes me
familiar."
"By Jove! Y~u're right. I've s·e en those eves
before."
"I reckon we'll soon find out. I'll send Hop
o er to talk with him, and then we can watch and
listen."
The boy quickly made Hop understand what
he wanted him to do without letting the rest ~ear
it. After waiting a minute or two, the Chmarnan arose from the table and went over and sat
at the same table with the disl?'uised o:1tlaw
leader. Black Pedro gavj! a st8rt wh~n th_1s occun-ed, and he looked sharply in the d1rect1on of
our hero and his companions.
"Velly nicee day," Hop ventured, as he ~rew_ a
civar from his pocket and proceeded to lil?'ht 1t.
·The villain, who was riv-ged out to represent
a Mexican of noble birth, g-rinned, but said nothing. Hop threw down the m~tch ~nd puffed aw_,ay,
drumming- upon the table with his fing-ers. 'Ih1s
was a little more than even Black ~edr_o could
stand. While he was an adept at d1sg-mses, he
was too hot-tempered to be insulted without resenting it. Reaching- out suddenly, he cau,rht the
Chinaman by the arm and flung him deliberately
from the table.
'
"Whattee ·mattee ?" Hop shouted, for he had
been taken completely by surprise.
But Wild was already on the spot.
"See here, senor," he exclaimed, " you had no
right to handle the Chinaman that way. No
doubt he was insulting-, but you should have a~_ vised him to get away from the table. '.1'he!1 1f
. 1,e {lid not do so, you would have been Justified
iP fo rcing- him away." .
,,
··Dat none of your busmess, Black Pedro answered, angrily.
Wild recognized him now, for he had seen that
same look before. As quick as a flash he reached
• out and caught the chin beard. A jerk, and it
came off. Black Pedro stood ;revealed. Charlie
and Jim drew their revolvers instantly. and the
outlaw found himself covered.
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. Others mfa·ht have seen him do it, too, but
there was nothing strange in that, since lots of
the natives were curious to have a peep at such
a noted character as Black Pedro. ,T he greaser
walked away, and when Hop saw him heading in
a particular direction he made up his mind to
follow him. He strolled along leisurely, and saw
the greaser pass a · line of the guards and go
-direct to the adobe shanty that was being watched by Young Wild West at that very moment.
Hop had no idea that the young deadshot was
there, but -he was suspicious of the greaser, and
The
he wanted to find out wbat he was up
young- deadshot saw the greaser approaching -, and
.Hop following- him. He merely smiled when he
noticed that ·the • Chinaman was , taking 1>art in
the game.
Meanwhile the greaser went on inside, and
when he had closed the door he began lookingsoftly about the interior. Apparently there was
no one there, so he opened another door and
entered the apartment the passage opened into.
There ·was no one there, either, so he stepped over
to the door that covered the mouth of the -passage and knocked gently upon it.
"Hello!" a voice answered from the other side
of the door.
"It's all right," the greaser said. "You must
•
hurry}'
Then he opened the door, and out stepped
Black Pedro, his hands still shackled. The greaser
was really one of the outlaws, and it did not
take him long- to free his leader's hands. Then
the closet was opened and the uniform of a
soldier was Quickly brought out. Black Pedro
was not long in donning this. Then he was ready
to leave and g-et back to his men in the cave.
"Walk straight back to the woods," the greaser
said. "I will have two horses there in five minutes."
The two then went to the other room, and opening the door stepped outside, just as if they had
merely been looking around. Black Pedro thought.
he had easily outwitted his .enemies again, but
not so. Young Wild West was wa.tching- him,
and he knew .a s well as anything that it was the
outlaw who came out of the building- with the
greaser. Black Pedro turned and went in the direction the greaser had told him to. Save that
he was unarmed, he looked exactly like one of
the Mexican soldiers. Probably the man who had
so ably assisted him to make his escape .had not
time to think of getting- the necessary· weapons,
but it happened that the soldier's costume was in
the house. The villain passed so close to where
Wild and Jim were crouching that if he had
taken the troubl·e to look sharply to the right he
must have seen the;n. But he did not do this.
Straight to the spot where he was to meet the
greaser with the horses h:e made his way, and arriving- there he -sat down upon a rock and calmly
waited. Young- 'Wild West promptly dispatched
Jim Dart to g-et the horses, while he hastened to
creep around and let Charlie and the other two
wh& had been watchinl!: the adobe house know
·
what he intended to do.
"The only way to catch the outlaws is to follow
these two fellows," he whispered.
The scout gave a nod of satisfaction , and Silver
Dan and the marshal wer_e, of course, satisfied.
i :I'he latter insisted on going , to pelp Jim with
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the horses, and knowing that Black Pedro would
not see him, Wild consented. · Before the horses
were brought the greaser was seen off to the left
riding a mustang and leading another that wa~
saddled and ready to ride. Jim and the marshal ~
hurried a little, and just as they heard the two
villains riding off our friends mounted and wer.e
ready to follow him. Then through a gully Black
Ped_ro and his man made their way, and not far
behmd them came Young Wild West and his
friends. Up a hill then, and across an open
stretch, and the trail was reached. Then Black
Pedr? and ~is companion set out at a gallop,
headmg straight for the cave'. Wild ordered - his
companions to keep behind him, and he rode ·forward, taking the risk of being seen, but succeeded
in findi?g ju~t :where the two went when they left ·
the trail. · Ridmg up to the spot, he dismounted
and went down the hill on foot, and was just in.
s
time to -see them entering the cave. That
enough for the present, so the young deadshot
quickly went back and found his two partners
there waiti.rrg for him, while Silver Dan, the
marshal and Hop Wah were seen riding up. Hop
was bound to be in at the finish, it seemed, for
he had hurriedly obtained his b1·oncho, and had
succeeded in overtaking the two men, who had
remained in the rear. Wild was glad to see the
Chinaman, for it struck him that he might assist
in helping- in the capture. The boy knew pretty
well that there was a large number of the outlaws, and this meant that if they put up a fight
there would be a hard thµe ahead of them.
"Boys," he said, nodding to them all, "the proper thing to do would be to go and get some help;
I know where the two villains went, but there
may be another way to get out of the cave, and
they might take a notion to flee. I think one of
you had better go and notify the captain of· t'he
rurales and also one of the army of[cers. It
.
won't take but a short time to do it."
"I'll go," the marshal spoke up, readily.
"All right, do so. While you're gone I'll endeavor to get in there and see how many of · the
outlaws there are."
Marshal Griggs promptly mounted his horse
and r<?de awa_y. Wild_ did n_ot wait, for he figured
on domg a little spymg without letting the out.
laws know it.
"Come on, Hop," he said, in a low tone of
voice. '-'..rou'll go with _me, and I want you to
have a big firecracker m readiness. ',!.'his time
you will use it"for something else besides playing
a joke."
Bidding the others remain so they could watch
if anyone came out, the youn~ deadshot stealthilymade his way toward the place where he had last
seen the outlaw leader and his companion. Hop
went along after him, treading as jf he was upon
eggs: When they g-ot .to the spot both paused and
listened. After waiting a minute or two Wild
nodded to the Chinaman and· then went on into
the cave. It was not so dark but that he could see
his way, but h e was cautious how he stepped fo
fear there might be a hole or something to stumble over, Into a cave where the horses· we1·e the
two went, and when they saw how many horses
there were they both understood that there was
quite a number of men that belonged to the outlaw band. Wild was about to move across the
cave to the other part of it, for he could ·faintly
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hear voices. But just then hurried footsteps were
heard, and catching Hop by the arm, he pulled
him into a niche that happened to be close at
-hand just in time to escape being seen by half
a dozen men. These were followed by more, and
when they proceeded to saddle the horses the
young deadshot knew right away that they intended to leave the place. There were so many of
them that he was not able to count them all, but
he judged that there must be thirty or forty. The
villains quickly mounted, and then rode on out of
the cave, and just as the_ last one diSl)lPPearE:d
Black Pedro came out in his regular attire. His
horse had been saddled for him, and lifting a
rather heavy box upon the anim~l's bac_k, he
strapped it there and then threw h!mself m · the
saddle. It was -easy for Young Wild West and
Hop to guess that the box. contained . the money
and valuables that were m possession of . the
band. Out rode Black Pedro, and then Wild
nodded to Hop and stepped along after him .

''Where did they go?" he finally asked.
"In that house less than · a quarter of. a mile
away," Wild answered, pointing it out:
"Good! That's just where that fellow they call
a captain · s id they would. He says that Black
Pedro an' a Mexican they call Senor Santos is one
and the same, and that house belongs to Senor
Santos. He allowed that they mig-ht go there if
they left the cave." '
"Well, he came to- a pretty wise conclusion.
That's just where they have gone. Now, what are
the· ,soldiers and· rural es _going to do?"
"They're gom' to ride up as close as they kin
to the house without beip' heard and then sneak
up on foot an' try an' surround ·it."
"Oh, all right, then. We'll go right ahead.
Come on, marshal. You're anxious to take a
h<.n<:l in thi~ game, so yctu have now got the
chance. I thought it was going to be a long
chase when we went after the greasers, but it
-seems that I was mistaken. It's all the same,
though. It will end the sooner for it"
"Hooray!" Griggs shouted, waving his hat,
and then he started off at a galJo:g, leading the
CHAPTER X.-The Greaser Chase.
way toward the adobe hol).se.
Being captured ,a second time caused Black
The rest followed him, and as they drew near
Pedro to make up his mind to leave that part of it Wild was expecting every minute · to see the
the country. He was a wily villain, anyhow, and marshal shot down by. someone within the house.
it must have occurred to him that it was time f~r When he was within about two hundred feet of
him to abandon ' the place where he had kept. m the building three shots sounded, and the marshal
hiding so long while committing the robberies promptly swung off to the right. He had not been , •
that had made him a rich man. But instead of hit. Then .a volley was fired from somewhere .
gofog out to the trail by the way they had come, behind the building, and a cheer sounded.
the outlaws swunir. around to the left, and they
"The Mexican soldiers are there," the marshal
were out of siirht before those waitinir .for Wild shouted, again waving his hat. "Now, then, I .
and Hop heard the clatter of .hoofs. Then a s reckop we've got 'em dead to rights."
they looked for the1D and found they could see
It will be in order for · us to turn om.- attention
nothing they left their horses standing and ran.
toward the cave. Just then our hero and the to the outlaws. They had gone into a trap beyond
a doubt, and crowded in the house they had seen
ChiTrnman came out.
"They've quit the cave, boys," the young dead- the soldiers approaching. There were easily forty
in the attacking party, and Black Pedro became
shot called out. "Which way did they go?"
.
"We didn't see 'em, Wilq," Cheyenne Charlie demoralized instantly. Excitedly he talke'd to his
foUowers. who were pale with fear. One of them
answered, looking much puzzled.
_
The boy at once turned his gaze upon the suggested tiiat if the treasure box was given to
Young Wilq West they might be per.mitted to
ground and saw fresh hoofprints.
.a .
"Ah!" he exdaimed. - "They wenT this way. escape. Black Pedro hated to part with it, even
though he felt that his time was near. But as a
Get the horses. We must be after them."
It did not take long to get the horses, and, last resort he was willing to hurl it out of the
window. One of the outlaws, without receiving
mountinir they promptlv took the t;rail and were the
sanction from the leader, tied a white rag to
soon out 'upori th.e regu_lar trail that loo toward
the villhge.. Unable to see the outlaws, for th e the end of a rifle and thrust it out of the window,
trail happened to be croQked j u st there, Young waving it back and forth. Then the ma,rshal, who
Wild West g alloped OI} at the head of his little had dismounted, came running forward fearlessly.
party. Our hero was not a little surpriseq to find 'Y:oung Wild West and his par tners slipped from
that the otftlaws were heading st aight fo r t?e the backs of thei r horses and started after him.
"Open the door!" Grig-g s shouted. "You may as
village, but after rounding a bend a shor t distance from it he caught sight of the band of w eJl surrender, f or we've 11:ot you.''
"We will give you all the money and valuables
horsemen just a s they came t o a halt before a
we have got if you will go away and let; us 11
house that lay close to a g r ove of ·palms.
" Ah!" he exclaimed, reining in his horse sud- : alone," a voice sh outed in Spanisrr from the 1
denly. "They a r e all going into that house. The wfodow.
greaser chase is pretty near ended, boys. I won"Open the door and surrend~r-!" Griirgs shouted.
''Never! " answered Black Pedro. in a tone that,
der where the marshal is ?"
A s if to answer the question himself , M,n shal showed how desperate he was just then. The
' Griggs suddenly appeared, riding over a hill_ a soldiers and rurales dashed up, but kept behind
short distance away. He was alone, too, and Wild · the house, where· there were m> windows, showwondered if he had seen those he had. been ~ent ing that they were afraid of be.ing- shot. Bu~
for. He waited for him to come up,."!nd Gng~s they made themselves heard, and one of them
was so excited that he could hardly open his ordered the outlaws to submit to being taken. or
mouth after he brought his horse to a halt.
the building would be burned down. Then Black:1
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Pedi:o defied them. Wild looked around and saw
a log- lyjng- on the g-round.
"Boys, I hardly think they will dare to shoot
at us, even if they have the nerve. Let's break
down the door," was his sug-g-estion.
Charlie and Jim assisted him. and they picked
up the log- and were ready. As Young- Wild West
' and his partners dashed · forward with the log- to
break down the door the window of the adobe
shanty flew open, and out came t'he treasure ho~.
It struck the marshal with full force. Back he
stag-g-ered, almost falling- to the g-round. The
heavy butt of the log . hit the d r and it instantly g-ave way. Two of the g-reasers scrambled
out of the wipdow and fell upon their kf\ees. and
the marshal. quickly recovering, turned his revolver upon them. The rurales and soldiers realized what had happeneA and becoming- more
courageous they swarmed eround the building-.
Not a shot was fired, for Black ,Pedro had lost
all his courage, and he was crouc}<ing- tremblingly
in a corner as the men swarmed in. One after
another they threw down their arms and sub.nutted to arrest. Young Wild West looked calmly on as the business proceeded.
"Boys," he said, turning to Charlie and Jim,
4
'1 consider this one of the. easiest pieces of work
·we have attempted to do in a long- time. Everything went our way. Whv. if that g-ang- had
chosen ·,to remain in the ,cave it might have been
two or three days befpre we could have taken
them. But they rode out and came to a house,
so· it could be easily surrounded. But what g-ets
me fa that they did no shooting- after they fired
at the marshal and missed."
"They're 'a lot of coward!,, an' that's all you
kin call 'em," spoke up Silver Dan, as "he nodded
contemptuously at the prisoners. ,
It took some littl~ time to disarm the outlaws
and tie their hands. When this was done Wild
took the trouble to count them, and he found
there were just thirty-seven of them.
"Captain," he said to the official who was in
charge Qf the men, "it seems to · e that the 'e
must be more of this gang- around · omewhere.
Half the P,eople in the town are in synmathy with
them, anyhow. as I have heard. · It might pay
you to make a thorough clean-up and arrest
every suspicious man y9u can find."
The captain- nodded, but did not sav whether
he would do so or not. The outlaw band was
conducted to the center of the town. but were
not placetl--in the calaboose. Wild took occasion
to walk up close to the leader, and with a mocking- smile, said:
"Well, Black Pedro, I reckon you won't have a
chance to use a trap-door to make your escape
this time. I don't 'know what your people will
do with vou, nor I don't care, •but I heard about
you in Tombstone, and .I made up my mind to
come down and trv to catch you. I ,am happy to
say that I succeeded, and it has all happened in
/
one day, too."
· Black Pedro opened his mouth and g-ave' vent to
f\ string- of. oaths, but Wild only laug-hed. There
were so many soldiers and rurales in the town .
now that it seem~ as ·if it would be impossible
for tbe outlaws to make their- escape, and after
a while thev were placed under a strong- g-uard.
Then one o{ the officials came out with an officiallooking- document which he asked Wild to .sign. It
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was simply a receipt for th~ reward that haa
been offered by the gov~ment, and when he
had affixed his name to it the money in gold was
~·
promptlv turned over.
"Much oblig-ed to· you, captain," the young
deadshot said, smilingly. "I{ you have anything
more for us to do don't be afraid to send for
us. We are always happy to help out our neig-hbo1·s, you know."
The man smiled at this, and nodded to show
that he was pleased to hear wJ1at the boy said.
"Well," our hero said, a little later, a,; he
turned to Silver Dan, "I reckon there's nothing to
keep us here any long-er. Suppose we set out
for Tombstone. I told the girls that we w'ould
be back by tomorrow morning-. I think we can
get there before that, if we hurry a little. We 11
have something- to eat first, thoug-h," he added,
"and by that time our horses oug-ht to be in
pretty fair• condition for the trip back."
"I'm ready to go whenever you say the word.
Young Wild West." was the reply. "I've had a
bully old time, an' I've a-ot somethin' 'that I kin
talk about as long- as I live." ·
They all went to one of 'the public places and
after waiting- half an hour were supplied with a
fairly decent meal. Then tliev . mounted their
horses and bidding- good-by to the acquaintances
they had made during- their short visit to the
town, they rode away, heading- for the border
line. It was not Yt:!t midnig-ht when our friends
rode up to the hotel. But the g·irls must have
been listening-, and had heard the clatter of hoofs.
for they ran out upon the porch and were there
to greet them when they came to a halt.
"Whoopee, whoopee!" shouted Ch'eyenne
Charlie, swinging his hat. "Everything- is lovely
an' forty g-reaser outlaws is in the jug-. Wild
done it, too, an' · don't <.YOU fQrg-it it, gals."·
"Hip hi, hoolay!" shouted -Hop Wah, bound to
make himself heard.
Then Silver Dan took a turn at cheering, and
the result • was that the crowd who hail started
to itather r_ig-ht away broke into a vociferous
cheerin~ t'hat lasted se;veral minutes. Wild was
lifted from his horse and carried into the barroom of t • note!, and it was some little time
before he could draw himself away from the en- ··
thusiastic crowd. Our friends remained at Tomb- ·
stone a couple of days, and they had nothing- to do
but to receive admiring- citizens and answer all
sorts of questions. When they were r-3dv to
leave the place the sheriff appeared just m time
to pay the reward he had offered. Wild accepted the money and turned -it over to Silver
Dan, a§ he b,ad done with the money he'" had
received from the Mexicans. Dan promised to
put it to g-ood use, but'' wbether he did or not
they ·never knew. for they never ran across him
ag-ain, though they visit~d · Tombstone several
times after that.
Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST SWINGING A LARIA):'; or, ARIETTA
AND THE WILD HORSES."
"That do,g- of yours is a cortfounded ' nuisance.
He keµt rdll awake all last night barking at the
moon." "I can't help it. It isn't my fault if the
moon insists on making fa.ces at him." .
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CHAPTER I.
What The Morning Train Brought To Oakland.
"Hello, Tom, on time as usual, I see," said Seth
Preene, the station agent at Oakland, as a strong
boy of eighteen, with a sunny, franK countenance, peeped in at the door of the ticket box where
the man was selling tickets to people who ex•
pected to take the northbound train, which was
due in a few minutes.
"Yes, Mr. Preen, I'm always on hand, like a
bad penny, you know."
"You're a smart boy, all right," said Seth
Preene, emphaticaly. "Rain or shine, you are
always here with the mail-bag to the minute.
Caleb Brown, your respected guardian, don't half
appreciate the value of your services."
"He wouldn't care to hear you say that, Mr.
Preene," said the lad, with a grin.
"I don't suppose he would; but then some people
don't like to hear the truth about themselves. By
the way, I hear some of you town boys have organized a fire company. Is that a fact?"
"Yes, sir."
"And you've been elected foreman."
"That' true, Mr. Preene."
"That shows where the boys' heads are level.
They couldn't have made a better selection," and
the agent nodded approvingly.
"You're very kind to say so, Mr. Pi·eene. I
shall try to deserve the honor."
"You'll deserve it, all right; don't Jet that worry
you. I can judge . of the qualifications needed for
a young fire leader, and from what I've seen of
you during the last three years I guess you'll fill
the bill. At any rate, Justice Clark, of the town
board, told me last night that you'd have been his
selection if he'd had anything to say in the matter."
"If the other members of the board have as
much common sense as Justice Clark it wouldn 't
have been necessary for us boys to get up a fire
company."
"That's right," said Seth Preene. "I never saw
such a lot of close-fisted old women in my life
as tl:e men who run this town. They don't seem
to realize that Oakland is no longer a village.
That it has mills where hundred of girls are employed. And two new factories have lately been
built. Because we haven't had a fire of any importance these two or three years is more good
luck than anything else. Those old fogies appear to think that the Oakland Academy boys,
who last spring were equipped with a hl\nd-pump
engine and a hook and ladder apparatus by popular subscription, are to be looked to to save the
town in the event o f a serious conflagration."
.,The academy is three-Quarters of a mile from
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the center of business, and more than two miles
from the Pontiac Cotton Mills," said Tom Sedley.
"I know it," said the agent. "We ought to have
a rel!,"Ular fire department, but it's pretty certain
we won't get it. It's rather small potatoes when
a growing town like Oakland has to depend on the
energy of its boys alone to save its property from
fire. W~at have you called your company, Tom?"
"Volunteer No. 1."
"Good enough. And now about your appar:;itus. How is it to be paid for?"
"The mill owners have put up for the handengine, which was bought the other day in Boston by Fred Harper's father. We expect it to
arrive on the afternoon freight. Later on we
intend to giv~ an entertainment to raise enough
money to equip a hook and ladder auxiliary."
"By George, you boys have enterprise! No
:flies on Young America these days."
"No, sir; we're out for busine·ss. It might
seem a lot of fun to run to a fire and get busy
putting it out, but I don't think so."
"That's right. It's a serious matter and you
boys will have to be careful that you don't meet
with serious accidents when a fire does make a
call _pn your services."
"Well, we'll try to. look out. Ike Hurley, an old
volunteer vet., of Boston, has undertaken to drill
us in our new duties. He's. the night watchman
at the Pontiac mills."
"I'm glad to hear it. You'll soon know the
ropes at that rate. But there comes the tr in.
I'll see you to-night perhaps."
The whistle of the north-bound train from Bos- ,
ton sounded clearly on the morning air, and Tom I
Sedley hastened away to attend to the mail-bags.
A couple of bags usually comprised the incom .
ing mail of a morning, and a very light one contained all the mail matter sent out north a1,J
east, so that Tom made his journeys to and from
the post-office on a bicycle. ·
·
His guardiln, Caleb Brown, a close-fisted Yankee of perhaps sixty years of age, was postmaster
of Oakland, and at the same time a sort of general storekeeper.
He had herd the office for twenty years or so
ever since Oakland was a small village, in fact'
and during that time the post-office had remain;f 1
in the same place, a two-story frame buildin,r,
now much weather-beaten and sadly in need of a 1
coat of paint, as well as sundry repairs.
It stood back from the street, with a tall oak
tree between the veranda and ·.he sidewalk line,
and a time-scarred picket fence began at the front i
corners and surrounded about a quarter of an
acre of ground, where Caleb Brown raised gar- ;
den truck.
. Once upon a time its situation had been quite ,
isolated from the few business places which then
made up the important part of the village, but as
it almost joined the tavern no fault ' ~d been
found' by any one.
Now, however, Main street was a bustling
thoroughfare, with many side streets leading to
the river and also in the opposite direction, while
new streets paralel to Main were laid out and
building up fast.
The establishment of the academy at the southern end of the town had h_aD a stimulating effect
on the residential section, which, by common consent. lanne<l thf' rountrv ,•o,iil in t.h ...ilirf'.r.t.inn nf
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Boston, and -many w~lthy people had built su'bll.rban places and sent thir sons to the school,
where they were prepa:red for Harvard and other
colleges.
.
·
' The northern end of the town, whe1·e the road
ran near the river, was now given over to the
cotton mills and the small ·white cottal!'es of the
operatives.
Altogether the last ten years had seen a great
change for the better in the town, so far as its
importance in the cpmmunity was concerned, but
there ha"d been very little change in its internal
management.
Antiquated ideas still prevailed in many important particulars.
The hoary-headed town councilors, who managed to get themselves elected year after year,
were way behind the times:
The cobwebs were so thick about their brains
that a new idea had the hardest kind of work to
effect a lodgment.
The town needed a fire department
some
kind badly, but they couldn't see it. They thoua-ht
the academy outfit goo-d enough for all purposes.
There hadn't been a fire of any importa11ce,
strange to say, in the last four or five years, and
that was a go·od argument in their favor, so they
, reasoned.
So it was left to the boys to start the ball rolling, and, as the sequel will show, it was a lucky
thing for Oakland that they did.
·
Which only goes to show that the Yankee boy
is of some account, after all.
Tom got his mail-bags and dragged them over
to his wheel.
As he was about to mount a stout boy, with
a distinctively German face and clothes to match,
who had been gazing about him with openmouthed wonder after alighting from the smoking-car, came up and, dropping hit thick leather
valise, said :
Oxcoose me, but I don't pen here pebore. Shust
told me if dis vos der blaces dot I got me oua at?"
"This is Oakland, if there's what you're trying
to get at," said Tom, with a grin. •
·
"Oagland. Dot's der blaces, I ped me your
life. Maype dot you direct, me by 1der shob of
Oscar Suppegreenz, no?"
"What's that? Oscar Soup Greens?" said Tom.
"Yah. He vos mine uncle on mine fader's side,
so."
"Then \ your name is Soup Greens, too, eh?"
"I ped you. Meyer Suppegreenz."
"I think there's !t new grocer of that name on
Putnam street, nor far from the post-office. If
you follow after me I'll show you."
''Dot vos all right, I ped you: You show me. PY
der store and I peen your friend from his oud.
S'pose you told me y0ur name, yah?"
"My name?" said Tom, laughing. "Sure; Tom
Sedley."
.
•
"Tom Sedley? Dot ain'd so pad, I ped you. I
J.ike me dot names. Und your face vos all rig~t
too. You're a pully poy mid a glass eye, am 1
it?"
Meyer Suppegreenz's full-moon face expanded
into a broad grin as though he thought he had
said something fanny.
Before Tom could make any reply a dark-featured man, wholTl the boy easily guessed to be a
lltranster to the .p lace, approached and asked:

"Does a man by the name of Caleb Brown live .
here. yet?"
"Yes, sh;," replied Tom, eyeing the questioner
curiously.
"Is he still postmaster?"
The man's black eyes seemed to pierce the lad
through and through with a strange eagerness.
"He is."
The dark stranger seemed tq size him up from
his cap down to his shoes. Evidently there as
something about the boy that interested him.
"You are carrying the mail, I see, and, of course,
can direct me to the post-office'. I have business
with Caleb Brown.''
"Well," said Tom, who didn't ·particularly fancy
the stranger, "just ,keep me in sight and you
can't go astray."
He mounted his wheel and rode slowly toward
Main street, followed by the dark-featured man
and likewise by Meyer Suppeg-reenz.

ov

CHAPTER II.
The Visitor That Called On Caleb Brown.
The post-office was only a short distance from
the railroad station, so that the dark-featured
man and the fresh-complexion ed German boy had
no difficulty in ·keeping up with Tom ·sedley."
The latter waited while Tom carried the mailbags into the store, followed by the dark stranger.
Caleb Brown was attending to a customer in the
back part of the establishment, so Tom, after tossing the mail behind the counter for Caleb to attend to at his leisure, left the dark man standing
in front of the letter boxes and went outside to
show the German boy to the store of Oscar Suppegreenz, about a block away.
Having attended to the wants of his customers,
Caleb Brown came forward.
Thinking it was some one after mail, he went
behind the counter, adjusted his horn-rimmed
spectacles and looked sharply at the stranger.
"Well, Caleb, I see you still hang out here. The
Old Nick is a long time waiting his due, but I
guess he'll get you fast enough when the time
comes."
......, -.
"Mark Hehitone !" exclaimed the postmaster,
with a start.
"Exactly," said the dark-featured stranger,
with a short laugh, not pleasant to hear; "I see
you haven't forgotten me."
"What brings you back to Oakland after all
these years?"
"Money," replied Hel:stone, laconically.
"Hum!"
Caleb drummed uneasily on the counter. Mark
Helstone, observing, smiled wickedly.
"Don't worry, Caleb," he said~ with ma;rked
emphasis. "It isn't your money 1 want."
"Mine!" gasped the postmaster, with a ghastly
sort of smile. "I ain't got any."
"No, I didn't suppose you had," said the visitor;-..
with a sarcastic leer. "I never knew you to have ·
any, even when that boy's father was sending ycru
regular remittances from the West."
"Hush! Would you ruin me?" exclaimed Caleb,
casting an anxious look at the door.
(To be continued.) ..-
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GOOD READING
COLLIE AND SHEPHERD DOGS
The shepherd dog ori.9inated .in Germany and
is also called the police dog. In France it is called
the French police dog, in Belgium the Belgian police dog and in England the Alsatian wolf dog.
The collie is the real shepherd dog and was developed in the Highlands of Scotland. The dog
of all domestic animals is the only one which
seems to grasp the connection between man and
man's property. This attribute is most conspicuous in collies and shepherd dogs.

Latest advices received said that Mr. Zabriskie
was . recovering rapidly. .

THE GARDEN OF THE GODS
If ever there was a place on earth where the
gods of the Greeks and Romans may be supposed
to have lived and had a good time, that place
must have been in Colorado. Near the foot of the
famous mountain known as Pike's Peak lies the
"Garden of the Gods." It is a ·valley, just on th~
edge of the Rocky Mountains, and is completely
surrounded by a' high, perpendicular wall of white
TUBERCULOSIS SOON TO VANISH
sandstone. There are two entrances through this
Twenty-five years from now, tuk J'Culosis will wonderful
one qf them-the larger-is
be as uncommon in the British dom. ,1ions as lep- called "The wall;
Beautiful Gate." It is a narrow gap
rosy is to-day, according to Dr. C. W. Saleeby of in a mass of
rock more than one bun red feet
the London Medical Institute. He also predicts high. As you enter,
you look over a valley fenced
that infant mortality will be reduced to almost in on all sides with white.
sandstone; -and, nearly
nothing and that successful ways will be discov- opposite, at the top of a hill,
is another smaller
ered to combat cancer. Largely through pre- gateway, half-concealed by a huge
about the
ventive methods the death rate from tuberculosis size of an ordinary cottage. This-rock
of rock
has steadily decreased in the United States. In is so balanced on the edge of the slopemass
that it looks
1910 the fatalities from this affliction of the as if it might jump off and go thundering
down
lung; were nearly 140 for each 100,000 popula- the hill while you look at it.
tion and in 1922 less than one hundred.
The Garden of the Gods abounds with beautiful trees and foliage, .and, towering amidst this
SIAM
loveliness, are some of the most extraordinary,
It will be news to most people that we have a queer and fantastie shapes ever made out of rock.
considerable number of Siamese student~ with Ages ago, when this part of the world was in a
us. They held their annual conference this year ~te of terrible commotion, vast layers of roclr
at Manassas, Va. One of the chief purposes of w·ere forced up out of the earth in all sorts ot
the alliance is to promote friendlier relations be- positions. Some were vertical, some slanting, and
tween the Ame1ican and the Siamese.
some were crisscross and •mixed up generally.
Siam is a long- Pennisula of about 220,0~0 Learned men say that was the way these layers
square mile_s hemmed in by th~ French and Bn~- of sandstone, which once were flat, got up edg~ish possessions. The population of the country wise and in all other ways. We must take their
is about 8,500,000, of whom 500,goo ,are C~inese. word for it. There was nobody there to see.
About a quarter of the population are. S1am~se
Trees and shi:ubs, after a time, grew up a und
of low stature and light color. They live prm- and the distui-bed eart9:- had peace. Then c~me
cipally on rice and fish, with tea for a drink. They the. mountain winds and the long autum rains.
are Buddhists in religion and celebrate Buddha's The wind blew the sand against the rocks, which
Day about the first of April. The country ~as are so soft that you could dig holes in them ·with
a long history, with . invasions and wars · ~1th a strong jack-knife. The wearing of the stony
thei1~ neighbors. Durmg the World War Siam surfaces carved them into all sorts of wild and
eclared war on Germany and Austria, and seized funny shapes. Ages and ages passed away, proball vessels in Siamese harbors, and arrested all ably, before these grotesque sc-:.ilptures looked as
Germans and Austrians. they do now.
Here and there among the trees rise up fanSUCKS SNAKE'S VENOM
tastic shapes like spires, towers and steeples.
Word comes from Blowink Rock, N. C., of the Some of the fanciful names given these are "MonTieroic action of Mrs. Frederick C. Zabriskie of tezuma's
Cathedral," "Cleopatra's Needle,"
Hackensack, N. J., in saving her husband's life by "Washington Monument," "The Cathedral Spires"
sucking the poison from a wound after he had and "Ne~dle Rock."
been bitten in the leg by ~ copperhead snake.
Mr. Zabriske is a retired broker and well known
in Hackensack club circles. He has been spend"Moving Picture Stories"
ing the summer in Nor.th C~rolina. He was picking w· d flowers' for his children w1!en the snake A Weekly Magadn" D"voted to Photoplays and Player•
bit him. The party was twelve miles from the
PRICE TEN CENTS PER COPY
~illage and Mrs. Zabriskie decided to take no
chances. She sucked the wound while the family
E b number contains Three Stories o! the Best Films
made fast time back to the village in an automo- on e Screen- Elegant Ralf-tone Scenes from the_ Plnys
-Interesting Articles About Prominent People lll tho
bile.
•
h · fl
f Films- Doings of Actors and Actresses in the St~9
Her husband was already under t e m uence o
and Lessons in Scenario Writing.
I'
the venom when ~e, ·eached the doctor, who said
HARRY
E.
WOLFF,
Pub'usher,
Inc.
lfrs. Zabriskie's action had no doubt saved Mr.
166 West 23d Street
Zabriskie's life. She suffered no ill effects.
New York City
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ITEMS OF INTEREST

the counties of the State interested in getting
rid of woodchucks, and Mr. Pirnie said the results had been successful.
In many of the dens woodchucks were found
dead- within two or three feet of the entrance,
and the vast majority of holes we1·e unopened.
Tests made at some of the meetinJ?s show that
only three to five minutes' use of the gas is neces·
sary to kill them.
It is imperative to use the utmost care in handling this deadly gas, Mr. l'irnie cautions. It
should always be used in dry weather, as it is
liberated too rapidly for the safety of the user
when the ground is wet. Cans of calcium cyanide
should never be opened where the gas. or fumes
.
could be confined in any one place.
An ordinary tablespoonful of the cyanide
dumped far into each den with a long-handled
spoon is one of the best ways of using it. All
openings shoultl be closed immediate ly after placing it. Grass, sod or a stone is good to keep the
loose earth. from sliding down and covering up
the cyanide.
One should be careful to wash the hands after
using it, it is pointed out.
ln

AMERICA'S NEW AIRPLANE
The Saratoga, Uncle's Sam's new mother ship
for airplanes, is the mightiest vessel of her type
in the world. She can carry 72 planes-32 bombers and 40 combat machines. Her le,igth is 888"-.
Jimmie--What are you doing? Tommy-Washfeet, and she is driven by eight electric -motors,
each of which develops 22,500 horse-power-the. ing the jelly off my hands. Ma's a finger-print
most powerful plant ever put into a ship. Her expert, you know.
maximum speed is 39 miles per hour.
Bacon-London women now feed their pet dogs
TELEPHONE TESTIMONY
at the tables in restaurants. Egbert-How about
For the first time in · the history of Fayette the children "?" " Oh. they have separate room::; 1or
County,..Pa., courts, testimony was taken by tele- them."
phone. Richard Barton, one of the witnesses for
Hepsy-That boy of ours seems mig-hty fond of
the Commonwealth in an automobile accident case,
had just retutned home after being a patient in tendin' to other folks' business. Hiram-Guess
a hospital and was unable to attend court. He we'll have to make a lawyer of him. Then he'll
·
wa,s called. by telephone, the oath. administered get paid for doin' it.
and his testim~ny transmitted and recorded by
"So you intend to be a soldier when "you grow
the court stenographer.
up. Don't you know you'll be in danger of getting
killed?'' "Who by?" "Why, J:>y the enemy." "Then
CIGARETTES HELP DISCOVER ORE
·
Over the entrance to the principal mine of a I'll be the enemy."
lead company in Arizona hangs a portrait of
Teache -Where is the Dead Sea? Tommie-"Antonio," the Cave Finder," an employee who
1·oams about -the underground passages puffing Don't know, ma'am. Teacher-Don't know where
cigarettes, says Popular Mechanics. He keeps the Dead Sea is? Tommie--No. ma'am. I didn't
close watch of the smoke as it drifts away, and . . even 'know any of the seas were s ick, ma'am.
if he sees it disappearing through tiny breaks in
the rock fom1ation, the workings are extended in
"Does your husband go· fishing?" "Yes," rethat direction, which often leads to inner caves,
youn2 Mrs. Tor kins. "And does he catch
plied
.
have
to
seem
region
this
in
rich in ore. Minerals
"Yes, I heard him tellin2 a friend
anything?"
b een deposited in cavities which lie _in a_n !IP-prox- how. after great
patience and perseverance, he
to
said
imately horizontal plane. The mme 1s
ace."
third
_
his
cau1stht
in
mile
a
half
have been enlarged by more than
this manner. Tunnels are driven under the caves
Client-I want to sue · for a divorce and an
and the ore is drqpped directly into the cars that
allowance of $1,5Q0 a year. Lawyer-Wh ;t is
carry it out of the mine.
your .husband's income? Client-It's about that.
I wouldn't ask for more than the man makes. I'm
GET RID OF WOODCHUCKS
that kind.
not
Rockland County farmers are among those f
forty New York counti-es who have been killing
Our romance beitan in a most romantic way.
woodchucks by wholesale. Calcium cyanide has
My wife .saved me from drowning-. She's a m~been pla ced in the woodchucks' dens.
M. D. Pirnie of the AgricuUural College and nifrcent swimmer, you know." l n tice you don t
:M. A. Stewart of the United States Biological go out very far." "No. I don't know if she would
Survey ~ave been holding demonstration meetings save me again."
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HUNTING WITH BLOW GUNS
LASS0ES A RATTLESNAKE
The blow pipes used by the savages of Guiana
Rattlesnakes are reported in great abundance
in Sussex, N. J., this summer. Sa,muel Cole, who for shooting poisoned arrows are very wonderful
I{ves on a farm near by was entering his ba1·n weapons indeed. The climate of this equatorial
recently to get his horse when he noticed a rattler re'gion, being both very hot and very moist, pro6 feet long coiled on the stable floor behind the duces a vegetation bf astonishing luxuriance. The
horse and poised to sprin·g. Cole got a rake and forests are commonly ankle deep in water for
mile after mile, ~nd, consequently, the animals
·
killed the reptile.
Elliott Tranger, another farmer, lassoed a rat- found thei-e mostly inhabit the trees. Monkeys
tlesnake 4 feet long on the highway near Sussex are exceedingly numerous. For killing these tree. dwelling creatures the blow gun is the most possipet.
and took it home for
ble instrument. It is made from a peculiar kind
of reed, and, although eleven or twelve feet in
length, its wejght is only a pound and a half. It
SPEAKS 12 HOURS IN BERLIN
is provided, like a rifle, with a fore sight and a
Franz Horaz, from upper Silesia, aspires to be back sight, the latter being made of the teeth of
Em·opean champion in public j,peaking. Coming a small beast called the acouchi.
The natives are most careful respecting the
to the German capital for the initial event, he
re~ntly mounted a soapbox in th.e Lustgarten, be- straightness of their blow-guns, and never allow
ga.n speaking at 9 a. m., and ended at 9 p. m., them tQ lean against anything lest they should be
pausing only occasionally for two minutes to sip warped. The arrows employed are made from
leaf ribs of a kinq of palm, made to fit the
lemonade or near beer. Above his head hung a the
placard reading: "I am contesting for the J:<.:u- bore of the gun by a,..wrapping made of wild cotropean championship in speaking. I challenge ton fastened 'Yith a fiber of•siJk grass. Great art
the orators of Ge1·many. If no one accepts I win is required to put on the cotton properly. The
than
the title. Contests w~ll follow in WarsaW;, Paris arrow is about ten inches long, no- thicker
a crow quill, and at one end -is brought to a point
and Rome."
Durino- his Berlin Yirfoxmances this modern as sharp as a needle by scraping it between the
Demostl~nes has recited Schiller, Goethe and keen-edge\ saw-like teeth of the Piari fish. O.1eother German poe~ by the hour, declaring he is ha~f of a pi.ui jaw is alw~ys suspended to the
anxious to-revive the ancient, but lost, art of ora- quiver.
The vegetable poison used for envenoming the
tory. In Paris he intends to recite Moliere, and
in Rome the entire Divine Comedy, each in the arrows i•s called "curari." It is extremely powerful and will kill a man within a few minutes
original language.
when introduced into the circulation by an arrow
point, though it is harmless when swallowed. It
is very difficult to procure the strongest "curari"
HOW A SPIDER RUINED A NATION
from the natives, who are most unwilling to part
'
the French quartermaster, Disjonval, with it. The arrow heads are kept carefully sepWhen
was confined in prison by the Dutch at Utrecht, arate from the shafts -as a precaution against ache sought to beguile the tedium of his prison life cidents, the savages themselves being very muc
by attentively studying the habits of the spiders afraid of the poisons whi~h they employ. The
which frequented his cell, and eight yearn of im- secret of preparing poison is handed down by
prisonment gave him l_eisure to be well versed in the medicine man from generation to e-eneration;
~ e i r ways. In December of 1764 the French the common people are not Permitted to know it.
army, on whose victory over the · Dutch depended
First must be sought the curari vine, wJ ,i · :s
Disjonval's restoration to liberty, were in ~lland, closely allied to the tree which furnishes s
hand the victory seemed certain if the fro st which nine, and to the upas tree, from which the Dyaks
was then of unp1·ecedented severity, continued.
of Borneo get the poison for their anows. lVhen
The Dutch envoys had failed to negotiate a the poison maker has fo1md the curari he looks
peace, and Holland wa.s despairing, when the frost for twQ bulbous plants, the stems of which yield
suddenly broke. The Dutch were now exulting, a glutinous 'juice. Another vegetable iugi-eclient
and the French gene1·als prepared to retreat; but is the bitter root, commonly used by these savages
the spiders of Di;,jonval's cell forewarned him in poisoning ,:.,ater for the purpose of catching
that th~ thaw would be of short du:ration, and he fish. To the mixture composed of these elements
knew that his little in sect weather monitor never the medicine man adds two kinds of venomous ants
deceived him. Accordingly j:ie contrived to com- and the poison fangs of deadly species of snakes.
municate his weather knowledge to the army of The wh5!:1e is allowed to simmer over a fire, the
his countrymen, and his geneTals, who duly es- snakes' fangs and ants being pounded and thrown
timated his (Disjonval's) character, rel,ied upon into the pot. The boiling is continued., until the
~)is assurance that within s. few days the waters poison is reduced to a thick brow!_l syrup. Finally
would again be frozen so as to be passable for a few anows are dipped experimentally in the
the French troops. They delayed thefr retreat; poison,. and its effect is tried upon some animal
within twelve days a sharp freeze set in, and the or bird. If satisfactory the poison is poured into
French army triumpl).ed. Disjonval was released,_ a spherical earthenware pot, in which it is kept,
and a spider had brought ruin to the Dutch na- c~refully C?vered over with leaves, to ~xclude
air and mo1i:;ture.
tion.
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WORK & WIN

FROM ALL POINTS

Stories About Fred Feamot

YEAST AS A REMEDY FOR HOOKWORM
The United States Public Health Service has We can still supply the following numbers of the
· "Fred Fearnot" stories:
announced results of experiments which prove
that seve_re cases of human pellagra can be either.
Price 8 Cents Each
prevented or cured by means of dried yeast. SurJ!'earuot s St!11 ~ch for Smith; or, The Ma~ Who
geons Joseph Goldberger, G. A. Wh,eeler and W. 1336 l•'red Could
Not Be l!'ouud .
F. Tanner, after the successful treatment of 1337 ' ' At the ~'air: <>r, S king Things Up at Shagtown.
twenty-five out of twenty-six patients, were led t o
" Bunted: or, A Plot That Was Haro. <O Solve.
this discovery by following another disease in 1338
1339 " and the Boy • Boxer; or, Giving a Pug!llst
with
disease
bacterial
a
tongue,
Black
Points.
dogs.
P iny: or, Flghtln& Drink with tbe
somewhat similar effects on the skin as a re pro- 1340 " '.l.'emperance
Drama.
duced in severe cases of pellagra, also a bact erial ·1341 " Death
Slide; or, Down tbe Great Mountaln
Flume.
infection, was produced experimentally in dogs.
by Wireless: or, the Friend Who Played
Then the dried yeast was given. The cures were 1342 " Coll
him false .
so satisfactory in the cases of the dog disease that 1343 " nnd
the Queer Quarte tte : or, J'lm, Jack, Joe
the Public Health Service surgeons tried the yeast
and J'erry.
treatment on pellagra patients. A s early as the 1344 " and the Girl Telegrapher; or, Fighting the
'.l.'raLn Thieves. ·
second or third day after the t reatment beneficial
1345 " 'J'ry !or Goal: or, Winning in the Last Momeni.
effects were noted.
1346 " Indian Boy: or Clv!Uzlnll" a Savage.
1347

"

A HUGE ROCKING-STONE
1348 "
"
Every one has heard of rocking stones-masses 1349
"
1350
of rock so delicately poised ,as to move backward"
and forward upon the . slightest impulse: There 1351 "
are many such stones scattered throughout the
"
world, but the maiority of them are mere mar- 1352
13.~ "
bles compared to the famous rocking-stone of
Tandi!, in South America. This giant among 1354 "
rocking-stones weighs no less than 700 tons, and 1355 "
is situated in a low range of hills some 250 miles 1356 "
south of the city of Buenos Aires. It is com"
_p.osed of granite and contains 130 cupic meters. 1357
1358 "
It is in the shape of a paraboloid, four meters
high and five meters in diameter at the base. The 1359 "
stone rocks ·upon a knob of rock beneath, which 1360 "
fits closely on a socketlike hollow in the great
boulder itself. The action of the elements througq 1361 "
countless centuries has succeeded in • wearing
away the softer parts of the stone, leaving be- 1362 "
hind only the harder-gritted core. The stone is 1363 "
s delicately poised that it can be made t:'o crack 1364 "
a walnut without crushing the kernel!
1366 "

l

r
1·

SPONGES ARE OCEAN'S BEEHIVES
Sponges are the beehives of the sea. This curious discovery has been reported to the United
States Bureau of Fisheries by Dr. Charles J.
Fish of the scientific staff of the New York Zoological ·Society's · steamer A rcturus, cruising in
tropical waters. The "bees" which Dr. F ish found
inhabiting the canals of sponges were whole colonies of the tiny snapping shr imp Alpheus. These
gregarious shr imps, he' discovered, swim freely
about, but always r eturn to t he individual sponge
which is their hive-like home. Numerous other
form s were a lso found t o u se these subwa y p·a ssages as a haven of refuge a t the approach of
danger. One sponge-hive with its homing-shrimps
was secured and placed in an aquarium aboard
ship, where the colony co~tinued to flourish. This
discovery makes known anoth_er of nature's queer
partnerships; for the sponge which the Shrimps
use as a home is itself a marine animal, although
it spends its adult life fixed to the rocks in one
place, lir: a plant, and the canals which shelter
the shrimps are the many mouths through which
the sponge gets its food.
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137:; "
1376 "
1377 "
1378 "
1379 "
1380 "
1381 "
1382 "

Great Sacrlll<-e ! or, All for the Sake of a
·
Friend.
and "Tlrerl Tim' · : or, '!'hp L a ziest Rov In Tnwn.
Foothall Gilrnts: or, Handlin!\' a Heavy Line.
Exploring Trip : or, A Week in the Crystal
Caves.

and thr. Fur Hunters: or, A Trip to Hudson's
Bay.
Long Pass.; or, Tbe Play That Puzzled All.
and the "Dutch Flyer": or, Up Against the
Champion Sknter.
Mystic Mark: or, The Hlndoo's Strange Warning.
Ice Cutler: or, Thi' F"'a~teRt Boat on the T.Rk'-'.
n_Bov Mllllonalre ; -0 r, On the Roftd
ai!

~t1

Hockey Winners: or, A Hot Game on the Ice.
Five-Mlle Sltde; or, The Toboggan ln the
MountaLn".
WPek ot D a nger: or, Dealing with the Wharf
Gang,
In the Gym; or, Winter Sport with College
Boys.
and the Burled Gold: or, Fighting the Mexican
Bandits.
Ocean Voyage: er, The Mystery ot Stateroom
.
No. 10.
Hundred-Mlle Race: or, Ten Hours on Skates.
and the Shipping Clerk: or, Saving an Honest
Hoy.
nnd " Hai:d Luc k Harry" ; or, The Boy Who was
Always in Trouhle.
Llghlnlng Drive: or, The Champions ot the
R~~

and the Indian Queen: or, Th e "Bad" Men of
the TTBding Post.
·Cross Countr.v Run: or, Winning the Great
Paper Chase.
Training Trip; or, In the South with a Base•
ball Nine
nnd Little Dick: or, The Tr!a l8 t'f a Poor
Worki ng Boy.
BaRehall Giants : or, W i nning the Opening
Game.
Boy Life- Savers: or. Bra ve W -0rk On the
"
Beach.
a t Lone Pin e: or '.l.' b e. Myst e r y of the Moon s hine
C,,mp.
Playing the Gam e ; or, Out With Hie N ew Nine..
Road Riders: or. Rus t!Jng Wltb Roughs.
and the Battery Boy11 ; or, After t h e Wha rf Rats.
Cl ever Curv Ps: o r . BPn ting Out th e Batsmen.
Island M y~t e ry; o r , Camp in g in Ca n a,la.
Bor Marvel; or, Rringing Out n YQung Pitcher.
Hnrd Pull; or, Winn ing th e Ringle Sculls.
Among the Poor: or. The nork Sid e of Lite.

Any of the above numbers will be mni.l ed to 7011
postage free, upon receipt of tlie 1,rlee· m mone,T, ol'
postnge stamps.
HARUY E. WOLFF, PUBLISHER, JNC .•
186 West 23rd Street.
New York, N. Y.
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REMARKABLE
ECHOES
You can fuid
this subject discussed in books
on acoustics. One
of th e remarkable echoes of the
world, according
to
French scientist. is at the
i;traits of Menai,
on the .coast of
W a I es, over
which a suspension bridge h a s
been swung. If
one of the piers
• be struci-; with a
hamme:..
_ example. L.,~ ,,ound
is not only · reechoed from the
opposite pier, 600
feet distant but
_ ah,o from each of
the metallic supports of the roadwa,;, and from
the water itself,
so that e v e r y
si,rnke is multiplied into a successiori of strokes,
following at the
rate Q.t about five
second&. Th.e effect is said to be
that • of a metallic trill. sonorous
and strident. The
chateau of Simonetta. n e a r Milan. has a curious
e ch o. which repeats the reports
of firearms about
sixteen t i m e s,
even when the atmosphere is foggy a n d com,eQuently unfavorable. In Sussex,
England, not far
from Shipley
C h u r c h. is an
echo that repeats
distinctly phrases
f r o m sixteen to
eighteen syllables.
In the Panthenon
at Paris is an
--' echo that c·auses
the noise of a
cane falling to
the ground to be
reproduced as
the report of a

aun.

,,.,11;• .... 01.,..
•-shot Flneet
Perfected Revolve!!'

Sella euoewbere at 115.00••Qalck
u a flub,aafe. amt pen·e tratiq
power and true marumanabip. • - •-• •
nick....,. I • a2, 2a or 22 ealllter, all eame
price. S• tiat'actlon or money back. SEND
NO IIONEY.'PaJ' poetm• n on arrival '8.16
.
plaa poet• p. Fedenl Mall Order .C011t...
414 Broadn, NewYotkCi .
D
All3

j

/\ RE you a; successful as you

..tl. could be - if you had some

other occupation?
Many a man fights gamely all h life
for success-and fails because he has the •
·,non~ row to hoe.
Don t make this mistake I lfyou have been
making it-quit I Find out NOW what you can
do best and tackle that-before it is too late.

Our expert vocational counaelon, employing lat:E:et
scientific method which eliminates aU gueee work,
will • how you what occupation r,ou are beat fitted for.
and aulde you otep by otep until you • occeed.

LONESOME? FORGET IT!

Writ• for fr•• it\(onnatiofl Toda11
BUREAU OF VOCATIONAL RESEARC!f
S30 Broadway

.Dept, :lO

LPt me fatroduce you to your "I,leal Companion." Make interesting new friends; receive bun/lreds of romantic letters from
wealthy in.embers. Efficient, confidential and
<ligmfied service. Big descriptive list mailed
free in s<>aled envelope. EDNA K. ARWE,
Box: 24. Richmond Hlll. N. Y.

New ~ork City

VENTRILOQIIISN

taught almost any one at home. Small cost.
Send TODAY 2-cent rtamp tor particulars
GEORGE W. SMITH
Room S-2, 125 N. Jeff Ave., Peoria, Ill.

IM-PLE

Blackheads..;..Acne Eruptions

Now Are Easily Remo11ed at Home at a Small Cost!
Banish those unsightly blemishes easily and quickly
by using "CLEAR-TONE''-a simple home treatment that has-Cu.red chronic cililea of Jong yea.re
standing. Use like toilet water. Leaves the · skin
clear. em_o oth an<! Jrithout a blemish. Has. made
many · friends Wltli men. woml!n and children.
Elegant 'for men after llhaviog. If you have

rr ,
rrR1
J
ICIC ~ ::"a'.'~ i

Pimples, Blackheads, Acne Eruption• on the
face or body, Barbers lfch1 Eczema, Enlal'flN
Poree, Olly or Shin11 S1dn-never mind how
bad-"CLIEAR•tON£" h!"' cured ~'!e wont c:aset1 I ~ver
~:1:i'!f=r ~~~e~• fn~W~::n B~~i

:=a~:r~

eu~eeded with ..CiliR-TONE.. afterfailinawitheveryl'"
thiDg else.

Send name today for FREE Booklet, "A CLEAR-TONE SKIN," telling bow 1
cured myNlf after be1n1r afflicted for 16 years. And I know every embarrassment
0

•

0:,n:

0

~m'iltb~ ~Eco:.:;~~n..LUi~::u~LD CASH SAYS

E. S. GIVENS

186 Chemlcal Buildins

GIVEN

I CAN
KANSAS CITY. MO.

BOYS!
GIRLS!
Spiffy Speedster

A real auto with powerful 2½ h. p. engine

Solve This Puzzle wi,:,f•000

l13l1s!1sl s !19!1s1 s Is I 41
What words do these numbers make? Each number in the
square reptescnts a letter of the alphabet. l is A-2 is Band e:o on. 6 000 Free Votes toward Spiff:h S~eedster and

~!~:;r,n~!r'!-~cr~~~ ti~~~ ~2/l"¥~~&~ lou =~]~~~~
8

A crassy. Powerful casoUA• driven

to be the winner of this ap)endid motor Speedster.

Prizes and Rewards for Every Club Member

car. Comptote In ev.-,, ..... Speed and com•

~~-..~:::d

:,i,:s:.'t..:: ••1.:: ;: mJ::;

wJtee... • 1c.

11

0 ::..

Brand new Spiff6 Speedster, Bicyc~e,

Radio

Sets, Gold

!'7::;t~h~i:r:~n°/!t fo~i~e:r:'!:1ab:1tm°a::!' !tt:::J::W~

:r~c~:.1oaa:t8:~!r ~h=Ot ~d:ri~~~ ~r:nir:·~I~~~ T:!1:1::~d Z-::ta!~ ~ul~~:e•rtewft~~e:u~~==

and addrees ud puszle aolution. Don't let anyone beat 700 to it. Send for bi" circular. Don't delay.

AMERICAN SPEEDSTER CLUB, Dept.

186

537 S. Dearborn

St., CHICAGO

BLANK
CARTRIDGE PISTOL
Prot.,at,on aoa:Ne Bvralar•. ~tnPI & Dtlfl•

Into a trunk, under
l-i the bed or any./.· where. Lots of fun
~ fooling the teac:ii, er, policeman or
friends.

THE VENTRILO

a. Utt.l e Instrument, fits

V•ry pr•ttJ" littl• curloaitiea and d11GJdedl7
no-.el. . Fittitd with ldacnlfyln• Len• q t.bat.
1

r:~:::,
\~•:!!!~r:in!~: L::.d~bf! :t1.~ ~~r:;
ploturt could M pouibJ. in • uch • 1JU11ll rom•

in the mouth out of
sight, used with above
for Bird Calls, etc. Anyone can use it.
Wever :Pa.Us. .A. 32 Pa.a'• 'boolr on veD•
trlloqu1sm, the Ventl'1llo,ALLFOR IOCl:NTS

pu1, and bow ,harp aml di • tinot they • how up
whu. 7ou l&ek tbrou•h. Com • in auori.d
Tlew..-Actr..... ,
of Pa.nama Caaal,
Lord'• Pnyer iA type, 1t.o.

*

,..._w,

Mystic Skeleton
A Jointed llgure

to muelo
~dance
~1::1~:::'.li
un<l perform va-

~1g88 m~~~~!~

:'iri~~!}te~g:;

Clletance !rem Ii.

,

11
•

•

•

.

-
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"What w -o uld I do if I lost my job?"
W
HAT w ould you do? What would your
wife and children do?

3uppose your . empl; yer notified you tomorrow that he didn't need you any longer ?
Have you any idea where you could get another position?
You wouldn't have to worry if you were
a trained man. You wouldn't have to spend
your mornings reading the "W ant Ads" and
then trudging from place to place, meeting
rebuffs and discouragements, piling up bills,
finally willing "to do anything" if only you
could get on somebody's payroll.
Don't have this spectre of unemployment
hanging over your head forever. Trai~ yourself .to do some one thing so well that your
services will be in demand. Employers don't
discharge such men. They promote them!
Decide to-day that you are going to get the specialized training you must have if you are ever
going to get a real job and a real salary. It is easy
If you really try.
'\

Right at home, in the odd, and ends of spare time
tbat now go to waste, you can prepare for the
poaition you want in the work you like best. For
tlac lnteroatio11al Corrc1pondcncc School& will train

you just as they a re training thou!ands of other
men-no matter where you live-no matfer wha'l
·
your circumstances.
At least find out how, by marking and mailing
the coupon printed below. There's no cost Jr
obligation, and it take.s only a moment of your time,
but it may be the means of changing your whole life.

Mail the-- Coupon .To-da;vl

91!1,..,. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Box 4489-D, Scranton. Penna.

1

thew~~~i~Y~n~ rt 1~r

t~11::~1~~i c~;::: ~-~lchmi ~:e ~::.r::.1i:'

0

•

BUSINESS TRAINING COURSES
I Saleemanshlp
Business Manage ment
Advertiatni
Ind ustri al :Ma n•gement

Pe rsonnt,l Ora-a.nlutlon
Traffic Manag"men t
BustneBS Law
~ HankJng and Banklna Law

Accounta ncy ( including C.P .A. )

'
Better Letter•
Show Card Lettn lnc
Stenography and TYJ>fna
B uatne!S E ngltsh

I

Ci vi 1 Service

R_llilway Man Clerk
Nicholson Cost Accounting
Common Schoo] Subjecta
Rookkeepl ng
High School Subj ect•
Private Secretary
~ 8panish
D CartcoD1Ds
Dl ustr11.t1ng
D French
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL COURH:8
Architect
Electrlcal E ngineering
Architects• B lue Prtnt11
F.lectrlc Li ghting
Contractor and Builder
Mechanica l F.AJglneer
ArchitecLural Draftsman
Mechanicft.l Draftsman
Concrete Builder
Machine Shop P raetice
Structural Engineer
Rat lroad Positions
Chemistry D Pha.rmaa,Gae Eni:rt ne Ope rattna
Automobile Work ·
Ctvil E ngineer
Alr11la.ne Engines
Surveyi ng a.nd M:apptna
Na\•igntion
Metall uru
• Agricu lture a.nd Poult"
Steam Ena1neer1nl'
M1:1.themat1e1
'
R adio

I

-

N11me ........................... •-- ••- - •-·---··· .. ••••••......... - - -.
Street

-

Cit:,..............................................

__ ,... ..

Addreee .... ...................... _ __ __

State...................... _

_

~up1tton ....... ............... .. ........ ... ..... ...

Penom rt1J ld i no fn Oanoda, •h01tki ~e~d.. ih1~ ..;;~·;,~~··t;"th~ ..j~i;;;.;;:.

fwllal Correapondenct School.a OuHa1.Hon, Li ,,i ited, Mo,dreai, OottOda.,

,,

OUR . TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST WEEKLY

Useful, lnstru~tive, and Amusin,t. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.

L~TES't ISSUES
1143 Young Wild West nn'd tbl' Mystic· Doze11; or, The
!!courage of R t•d Rock P ss.
1144 " Helplng the · 11th Cavalry; or, Arletta aa a
Sharpshooter.
1145 " DnJoi?citt~~er's "Kid"; or, J<'lghting for a

HOW TO ROW, SA.IL AND B'61LD A BOAT.

No. %6.

•-l<'ully illustrated. J<'ull instructions are given in thla
llttle book, together with .I nstructions on swlmrulug and
riding, compnnlon sports to boating.
No. 28. HOW · TO TELL FORTUNES.-Ever,v one 19
desirous o! kno,nnit what his future lire wfll bring
forth, whpther happiness or misery, wealth o.r poverty.
You can tPII by 11 glance at this little book. Buy on&
and be con,lnced
HOW TO BEC0!\11>; AN INVENTOR.-Every

No. 29

boy should know how lnveotlons originated. This book
explains them all. givlng examples 1n electri city, by•
draulics, mR,:rnetlsm. optics, pnpumatlcs, mechanics.
No. so. HOW TO COOK.-One of the most Instru ctive
hooks on cooking ever pobtishPd . It contains recipes
for cooking meats, flsh, game and oysters: also pies.
puddings, cakes and all kloos of pastry, and a grand
col!Pctlon or rPclpes.
No. S3. HOW TO BEHAVE.-Contalning the rules
and etiquette or !l'OOd society and the easiest and most
approved_ methods or appearing to good 11.dnntage at
parties, balls. the theatre. church, and In the drnwlne(-room .
No. ~5. H .o ,v TO PLAY GA!IIES.-A <'OfnplPt E' end
uae!nl little h()<)k. rontaintng th e rnle-s and r egulations
or bllllnrds, bai:atelle. back -gammon, croQuet. d nm in ,
et<'.
No. 36.

HOW TO SOLVE CONUNDRUIIIS.-Contaln-

lng 1111 the JpailinJ;? cnnnnrlrums of the dny. amusing rlddll'S , curiou s r nrrhP• and w'ttty •n.vlni:-•.
No

40.

HOW TO !IIAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Tn-

cludlnll hints on how to catch moles, w ease ls, otte r, rats.
sQufrrels and l,lrds. Also how to cure skins . Copiousl y
Illustrated .

No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END I\IF.:N'S
,JOK EBOOK.~ontnlning a great varll'ty of th!' lnteat

jokes used by the most famous ,-nd men . No amllteur
m1nstrels Is complete without thfa wonderful llttll' hook .
No.

42.

THE

BOYS

OF

NEW

YORK

STUl\fl'-

SPEAKER.-Cont,llning a varied a ssortment of stnmp
speeches, Negro. Dutch and Irish. Also end men's jokes .
;rust thP thine; for home amusemPnt nnd amateur shows.
No. 41,. 'l'HE BOYS OF NEW YORK MINSTR'F.L
GUIDE AND ,TOKE BOK.-Sorul'thing u ew and very

...

Instructive.. Every boy should obtain thla book, RS ft
contnlns fnll Instructions for orga nizing an amateur
•
minstrel troupe.
No. 46. HOW TO !IIAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY.
- A description of the wonderful uses of electricltv and·
electro magn etism : togPtber with full fnstru ctlori s for
!llllklng Electric Toys, B ;l-tterles, ptc. Ry Geori:re Tre bel.
A. M., M. D. Containing over llfty lllustra tlons.
No. 48. HOW TO BUIL:O AND SAIL CANOES.-,-A
hftndy book for boys, containing full direc tion s for construQting canoes and the most popular manner or sailinl!.'. them. ..Fully 111ustrated .
No. 49. now TO Dll:BATE.-Glvfng rules tor l'onductlng d ehatPs, outlines for d e bates, qu estions for discussion and the bes t sources tor procuring Information
on the question g~en .
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.
-A valuable book, giving Instructions in coll ect lng, pre-

paring, mounting and preservJng birds, animals and Insects.
No. 51;

HOW TO DO TRICf\S WITH CARDS.-Con-

talning explanations of the gen e ral principles of sleightof-hand applicable to card tricks; or ca.rd · trkk s with
ordinary cards, and not r equiring sleight-of-hand; of
tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of specially
prepared cards. Illustrated.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-A complete and
handy little book, giving the rules and full directions
for playing Euchre, Cribball:'e. Casino. Forty-Flve,
Rounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker, Auction Pitch, All
Fours, and mnny other popular games of CRrds.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND . MAN AG~ PETS.Giving complete !nform11.tlon 11.s to the man.nel.' Rnd method or ral~lng, keeping, Nunlng. hrePding nnrl mftn11.glng
nil kinds of pets: nl~o giving full Instructions for mak•
Ing cni:-ee, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight tllus•
lrattons.
l'or sale b7 all new• d eale rtt, or WIJI be - t t8 ap:,
address on receipt of prlee, tOe. per cop:,,
tn money or • tam p•• bJ'

New York City
166 West 23d Street
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher. Inc.
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and the Redskin Rustlers: or, Arletta Saving
the Cattle.
Fight on the MPM! or, Snrrouoded by Greasen.
Len<Hng ft Raid: or, Arietta and the Bars of
Gold .
at Yankee Cnmp; or, A Fourth of .Tuly on the
B(lrder.
Cr,rnPred by Ap 'hPs: or. ~rlette. and the
Poisoned Arrow .
and "Innocent Tke": or, Trapp!njl' a . Tricky
•
RuRtle1.
Prairie P11rsnft: or. Arlett a R CRpttve.
or, The Scrimmage
Cowboys:
TP:xas
ancl the
with the Shrenrnen.
Lu ck .v DisArletta's
or.
Gold;
Out
Washing
covery.
Dlsrn1te.
Mine
Silver
Tbe
or.
Mlxup:
Mexican
at the ,vidow's Claim; or, A.rle tta's Brave De.
fense
and the Range Boss: or. Crooked Work at tha
Sleepy J'.
Cnnght by Snvnges ; or, Arlettn's Daring
Rescue.
a11<1 th.- Mext cnn D<'ndshot ; , or, Th e Shooting
Mnt ch On th.- Jlorder.
at Hnrd Lu ck : or, Arletta and the Strenm of
Gold .
Defending a Runch; or, Besieged by Cattle
Ru s tlers.
and the l\Tla pr•• Trap; or. Arletta '• Grt>11t. Rbot.
nt Ace H i l(h Fu.Ir; or, The Liv,,Jiest T im e on
'Record .
Risky Ridp: or. Arletta nnll thP Gulch <hn!?.
~uck.akln Band: or. The !lherll'l"s 131,:r Mlstnke.
Don hip 'l'rlumnh: or. ArlPtta Savini? the Finl?.
anrl "('owboy ,J ack" : or. !spoiling a Rnn<'h Raid.
Only Chan<'e; or. Arlettn's Quick Throw.
DPSl)PrntP Cbnrge; or, The Shot That Beat the
Rpilsklns .
at Gild Dust Flat; or. Arietta and the Becret
•
• .
B a nd.
In Danger; or, Helping the Trapped Cavalry-

1172

"

on<l t1,e nutchm ,m's Claim: or, Arietta De-
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"

1147
1148

"
"
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1151
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·

men

f o nrHnt.:! 'f:Tp..,.

TdfP.

Taming. thP ('owpun chers; or, The Hnrd Crowd
or Rull Tail Ro.nch.
Arter th" " Vultures": or, Arletta and the
Band or TPn.
1175 " Cnlling the Two Gun Man; or, Saving a Sheriff's Life.
117G " and the R o .v Ilanr.hero; or, H e lping a •.readerfo ot to Sn ccpss .
1171 " nnrl " Ginger J'ake"; or The Boss of Gimlet
G ulrh.
1178 " · and th P <'hoc taw Chief: or, Arietta De!.vfng
the R e d s kins.
1179 " D<'f.vlng ftn Ambush; or. Arle tta L e ading th"
Cava lry.
1180 " Snve rl Ry a Signal ; or, Arletta and the Vanishing U!?ht .
_1181 " Double Suh(fle: or, The Ce lebration at Buckhorn Ranch.
1182 " Capturing a Ch!et: or, Arietta As a Cavalry
Scout.
1183 " anrl the Lone Cabiu; or, The Raiders ot tha
Gori:-e.
1184 " Trsnpe d ln a Cany on; or, Arietta's Swing F,or
Life.
1185 " At A Redskin Pow-Wow; or, Doomed To Die
At Th e Rt.ake.
1185 " end the Doomed Mine: or, Arle tta's Life at
RtnkP.
1187 " Racinl? For o. Ranch; or, Sp,itflre On His Mettle.
1188· " Marked By Mexicans: or, Aril't.ta and the Senor.
1189 " and the "Si!Ye r Iqd," or, Th.e Dandy of the
.
Gulcli.
1190 " and the Yellow Bull; or, Arletta's Daring Es<'ft!)e.
1191 " Surrounded By Death; or, The Seven Sticks
Dynamite.
1192 " Staking a Claim; or, Arletta On Guard.
For Hie by all newsdealers. or will be sent to an:r act..
dress on receipt of price, Be. per copy, in mone:r
or pMtaare stamps b:r
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HARRY E. WOLFP', Publisher, Inc.
Ne,r York Cita
166 West 23d Street

